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CHARACTERISTICS OF GEM

– i –

GEM has been positioned as a market designed to accommodate companies to which a 
higher investment risk may be attached than other companies listed on the Stock Exchange. 
Prospective investors should be aware of the potential risks of investing in such companies and 
should make the decision to invest only after due and careful consideration. The greater risk 
profile and other characteristics of GEM mean that it is a market more suited to professional 
and other sophisticated investors.

Given the emerging nature of companies listed on GEM, there is a risk that securities traded 
on GEM may be more susceptible to high market volatility than securities traded on the Main 
Board of the Stock Exchange and no assurance is given that there will be a liquid market in the 
securities traded on GEM.
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In this circular, the following expressions shall have the meanings set out below unless the context 
requires otherwise:

“Adjusted Conversion Price” HK$0.458, being the Initial Conversion Price adjusted as a 
result of the Open Offer

“AGM” the annual general meeting of the Company held on 9 
December 2014 in which the Shareholders had approved, 
among other things, the Existing General Mandate

“Announcement” the announcement dated 17 April 2015 jointly issued by eSun 
and the Company in relation to, among other things, the issue 
of the Convertible Notes

“associates” has the meaning ascribed to it under the GEM Listing Rules

“Benchmarked Price” the benchmarked price shall mean the higher of:

(a) the closing price per Share (before the adjustment caused 
by the Open Offer) quoted on the daily quotation sheet of 
the GEM as of the date of the Subscription Agreements; 
and

(b) the average closing price per Share (before the 
adjustment caused by the Open Offer) quoted on the 
daily quotation sheet of the GEM for the five trading 
days immediately prior to the earlier of:

(i) the date of the Announcement; and

(ii) the date of the Subscription Agreements (which is 
also the date on which the Initial Conversion Price 
is fixed)

“Board” the board of Directors 

“Business Day” a day (excluding Saturday, Sunday, public holidays and days 
on which a tropical cyclone warning signal no. 8 or above or 
a “black” rainstorm warning signal is issued in Hong Kong at 
any time between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.) on which banks in 
Hong Kong are generally open for normal banking business 
throughout their normal business hours

“BVI” the British Virgin Islands

“Bye-laws” the bye-laws of the Company
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“Company” Media Asia Group Holdings Limited, a company incorporated 
in the Cayman Islands and continued in Bermuda as an 
exempted company with limited liability, the Shares of which 
are listed and traded on the GEM (Stock Code: 8075)

“Completion” completion of the respective Subscription Agreements

“Completion Date” the third Business Day from and excluding the day on which 
the last of the conditions to the respective Subscription 
Agreements has been fulfilled or waived in accordance with the 
terms thereof (or such later date as the parties to the relevant 
Subscription Agreements may agree in writing)

“connected person(s)” has the meaning ascribed to it under the GEM Listing Rules

“controlling Shareholder(s)” has the meaning ascribed to it under the GEM Listing Rules

“Conversion Share(s)” the Shares to be allotted and issued upon conversion of the 
Convertible Notes (as the case may be)

“Convertible Notes” the Fubon Convertible Notes, the Kbro Convertible Notes, the 
MOMO Convertible Notes and the Perfect Sky Convertible 
Notes

“Director(s)” the director(s) of the Company

“eSun” eSun Holdings Limited, an exempted company incorporated 
in Bermuda with limited liability, the issued shares of which 
are listed and traded on the Main Board of the Stock Exchange 
(Stock Code: 571), and the sole beneficial owner of Perfect Sky

“Existing Convertible Notes” the three-year zero coupon convertible notes in the aggregate 
principal amount of HK$224,873,937 issued to the holders by 
the Company on 9 June 2012

“Existing General Mandate” the general mandate approved at the AGM authorising the 
Directors to allot and issue Shares of up to 20% of the issued 
share capital of the Company as at the date of passing the 
relevant ordinary resolution

“Fubon Convertible Notes” the three-year zero coupon convertible notes in the principal 
amount of HK$33,420,000 to be issued by the Company to 
Fubon Financial in accordance with the terms of the Fubon 
Subscription Agreement

“Fubon Financial” Fubon Financial Holding Venture Capital Corp., a company 
incorporated in Taiwan with limited liability
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“Fubon Subscription Agreement” the conditional agreement dated 17 April 2015 entered 
into between the Company as issuer and Fubon Financial 
as subscriber in respect of the subscription for the Fubon 
Convertible Notes

“GEM” the Growth Enterprise Market of the Stock Exchange

“GEM Listing Rules” the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on the GEM

“Group” the Company and its subsidiaries

“Hong Kong” the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the PRC

“Independent Board Committee” the independent board committee of the Company, comprising 
all the independent non-executive Directors, established for 
the purpose of advising the Independent Shareholders in 
relation to (i) the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the 
transactions contemplated thereunder; and (ii) the Refreshment 
of General Mandate

“Independent Financial Adviser” Veda Capital Limited, a licensed corporation permitted to carry
 or “Veda Capital” on business in type 6 (advising on corporate finance) regulated 

activities as defined under the SFO, being the independent 
financial adviser to the Independent Board Committee and 
the Independent Shareholders in relation to (i) the Perfect Sky 
Subscription Agreement and the transactions contemplated 
thereunder; and (ii) the Refreshment of General Mandate

“Independent Shareholder(s)” Shareholders other than those who are required to abstain 
from voting on the relevant resolutions to approve, among 
other things, the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the 
Refreshment of General Mandate at the SGM

“Independent Third Party(ies)” third party(ies) who is/are, to the best of knowledge, 
information and belief of the Directors having made all 
reasonable enquiry, independent of and not connected with the 
Company and its connected person(s)

“Initial Conversion Price” HK$0.529, being the initial conversion price per Conversion 
Share which shall be the higher of (a) the average closing price 
per Share (before the adjustment caused by the Open Offer) 
quoted on the daily quotation sheet of the GEM for the five 
consecutive trading days immediately prior to the date of the 
Subscription Agreements plus a premium of 5%; and (b) 20% 
discount to the Benchmarked Price, subject to adjustments
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“Kbro Convertible Notes” the three-year zero coupon convertible notes in the principal 
amount of HK$33,420,000 to be issued by the Company 
to Kbro Media in accordance with the terms of the Kbro 
Subscription Agreement

“Kbro Media” Kbro Media Co., Ltd., a company incorporated in Taiwan with 
limited liability

“Kbro Subscription Agreement” the conditional agreement dated 17 April 2015 entered into 
between the Company as issuer and Kbro Media as subscriber 
in respect of the subscription for the Kbro Convertible Notes

“Last Trading Day” 16 April 2015, being the last trading day immediately before 
the date of the Announcement

“Latest Practicable Date” 5 June 2015, being the latest practicable date prior to the 
printing of this circular for the purpose of ascertaining certain 
information contained in this circular

“MOMO Convertible Notes” the three-year zero coupon convertible notes in the principal 
amount of HK$20,000,000 to be issued by the Company to 
MOMO.COM in accordance with the terms of the MOMO 
Subscription Agreement

“MOMO Subscription Agreement” the conditional agreement dated 17 April 2015 entered 
into between the Company as issuer and MOMO.COM as 
subscriber in respect of the subscription for the MOMO 
Convertible Notes

“MOMO.COM” MOMO.COM Inc., a company incorporated in Taiwan with 
limited liability and the shares of which are listed on the 
Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation

“Next Gen” Next Gen Entertainment Limited, a company incorporated in 
the BVI with limited liability

“New General Mandate” the new mandate proposed to be sought at the SGM to 
authorise the Directors to allot, issue and deal with Shares of 
not exceeding 20% of the aggregate nominal amount of the 
issued share capital of the Company as at the date of the SGM

“Offer Price” the offer price of HK$0.30 per Offer Share

“Offer Share(s)” new Share(s) proposed to be offered pursuant to the Open 
Offer
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“Open Offer” the issue by the Company, by way of open offer, of one Offer 
Share for every two existing Shares held on the Record Date at 
the Offer Price

“Perfect Sky” Perfect Sky Holdings Limited, a company incorporated in the 
BVI with limited liability and the controlling Shareholder of 
the Company

“Perfect Sky Convertible Notes” the three-year zero coupon convertible notes in the principal 
amount of HK$100,000,000 to be issued by the Company to 
Perfect Sky in accordance with the terms of the Perfect Sky 
Subscription Agreement

“Perfect Sky Subscription  the conditional agreement dated 17 April 2015 entered into 
 Agreement” between the Company as issuer and Perfect Sky as subscriber 

in respect of the subscription for the Perfect Sky Convertible 
Notes

“PRC” the People’s Republic of China, which for the purpose 
of this circular, excludes Hong Kong, the Macau Special 
Administrative Region of the PRC and Taiwan

“Record Date” 7 May 2015, being the record date for determining entitlements 
under the Open Offer

“Refreshment of General Mandate” the proposed refreshment of the Existing General Mandate by 
way of granting the New General Mandate

“SFC” the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong

“SFO” the Securities and Futures Ordinance, Chapter 571 of the Laws 
of Hong Kong, as amended from time to time

“SGM” the special general meeting of the Company to be held for 
(i) the Shareholders’ approval for the Fubon Subscription 
Agreement, the Kbro Subscription Agreement and the MOMO 
Subscription Agreement and the respective transactions 
contemplated thereunder; (ii) the Independent Shareholders’ 
approval for the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the 
transactions contemplated thereunder; and (iii) the Independent 
Shareholders’ approval for the Refreshment of General 
Mandate

“Share(s)” ordinary shares of HK$0.01 each in the share capital of the 
Company
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“Shareholder(s)” the holder(s) of the Shares

“Stock Exchange” The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited

“Subscribers” Fubon Financial, Kbro Media, MOMO.COM and Perfect Sky

“Subscription Agreements” the Fubon Subscription Agreement, the Kbro Subscription 
Agreement, the MOMO Subscription Agreement and the 
Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement

“Takeovers Code” the Hong Kong Code on Takeovers and Mergers

“TFN Convertible Notes” the three-year zero coupon convertible notes in the principal 
amount of HK$130,000,000 issued by the Company to TFN 
Media on 13 May 2015 in accordance with the terms of the 
TFN Subscription Agreement

“TFN Media” TFN Media Co., Ltd., a company incorporated in Taiwan with 
limited liability

“TFN Subscription Agreement” the conditional agreement dated 17 April 2015 entered into 
between the Company as issuer and TFN Media as subscriber 
in respect of the subscription for the TFN Convertible Notes

“HK$” Hong Kong dollars, the lawful currency of Hong Kong

“%” per cent.
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Mr. Zhang Xi 680 Cheung Sha Wan Road
Mr. Ng Chi Ho, Dennis Kowloon, Hong Kong

 10 June 2015

To the Shareholders and, for information only,
 holders of the Existing Convertible Notes and the TFN Convertible Notes

Dear Sir or Madam,

(1) ISSUE OF CONVERTIBLE NOTES TO THIRD PARTIES
UNDER SPECIFIC MANDATE;

(2) CONNECTED TRANSACTION IN RELATION TO ISSUE OF CONVERTIBLE 
NOTES TO THE CONTROLLING SHAREHOLDER

UNDER SPECIFIC MANDATE;
AND

(3) PROPOSED REFRESHMENT OF GENERAL MANDATE

INTRODUCTION

Reference is made to the Announcement in relation to, among other things, the Subscription 
Agreements and transactions contemplated thereunder.

On 17 April 2015 (after trading hours), the Company entered into the Subscription Agreements 
on substantially the same terms with each of the Subscribers, pursuant to which the Company 
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conditionally agreed to issue and the respective Subscribers conditionally agreed to subscribe for 
the respective Convertible Notes. Subject to the exercise of the conversion rights attaching to the 
Convertible Notes, the Company will allot and issue the Conversion Shares thereunder pursuant to 
the specific mandate to be sought at the SGM.

Each of the Subscription Agreements is independent of and not inter-conditional with one another, 
the TFN Subscription Agreement, nor the Open Offer.

The TFN Convertible Notes were issued to TFN Media on 13 May 2015. Subject to the exercise 
of the conversion rights attaching thereto, the conversion shares under the TFN Convertible Notes 
are to be allotted and issued to the holder of the TFN Convertible Notes under the Existing General 
Mandate. Further, the Offer Shares were issued on 2 June 2015.

Pursuant to the terms and conditions under the TFN Convertible Notes, the conversion price 
thereunder has been adjusted to HK$0.458 as a result of the Open Offer, and the maximum number 
of conversion shares to be allotted and issued to TFN Media, as the holder of the TFN Convertible 
Notes, would be 283,842,794 Shares. However, as disclosed in the Company’s announcement dated 
13 May 2015, the Company elects to redeem the principal amount attributable to conversion shares 
under the TFN Convertible Notes in excess of the outstanding number of new Shares issuable under 
the Existing General Mandate, and therefore, having taken into account the maximum number of 
such issuable Shares under the Existing General Mandate and assuming no utilisation of the Existing 
General Mandate (other than that for the allotment and issue of the conversion shares under the 
TFN Convertible Notes), the maximum number of conversion shares that could be allotted and 
issued to TFN Media under the TFN Convertible Notes shall be 267,973,164 Shares, at the adjusted 
conversion price of HK$0.458 per conversion share.

The Initial Conversion Price in respect of the Convertible Notes of HK$0.529 per Conversion Share 
has also been adjusted to HK$0.458 per Conversion Share as a result of the Open Offer (i.e. the 
Adjusted Conversion Price) pursuant to the terms and conditions of the Subscription Agreements, 
which will be adopted as the conversion price in force at the time of issue of the Convertible Notes 
should the Subscription Agreements proceed to Completion.

Perfect Sky was the controlling Shareholder as at Latest Practicable Date and was therefore a 
connected person of the Company pursuant to the GEM Listing Rules. Accordingly, the Perfect 
Sky Subscription Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereunder constitute a non-exempt 
connected transaction of the Company under Chapter 20 of the GEM Listing Rules and are subject to 
the reporting, announcement and Independent Shareholders’ approval requirements.

In addition, the Board considers that it is in the interest of the Company to have additional options 
when considering fund raising activities in the future. The Board therefore proposes to refresh the 
Existing General Mandate and grant the New General Mandate to allow the Directors to allot and 
issue new Shares of not exceeding 20% of the issued share capital of the Company as at the date of 
the SGM.
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The purpose of this circular is to provide you with, among other things, (i) further details of the 
Subscription Agreements; (ii) information relating to the Refreshment of General Mandate; (iii) the 
respective advices of the Independent Financial Adviser and the Independent Board Committee; and 
(iv) the notice of the SGM.

THE SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENTS

Details of the Subscription Agreements and the principal terms of the Convertible Notes are set out 
as below:

   Number of
   Shares which may
   be converted
   at the Adjusted
Subscription Agreements Subscribers Principal amount Conversion Price

The Fubon Subscription Agreement Fubon Financial HK$33,420,000 72,969,432 Shares

The Kbro Subscription Agreement Kbro Media HK$33,420,000 72,969,432 Shares

The MOMO Subscription Agreement MOMO.COM HK$20,000,000 43,668,122 Shares

The Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement Perfect Sky HK$100,000,000 218,340,611 Shares
   

  HK$186,840,000 407,947,597 Shares
   

As at the Latest Practicable Date, each of Fubon Financial and Kbro Media was an existing 
Shareholder of the Company holding 99,187,500 Shares, representing approximately 4.74% of the 
issued share capital of the Company, and each of them was a holder of the Existing Convertible 
Notes, and Fubon Financial held 14.5% interest in Kbro Media. To the best of knowledge, 
information and belief of the Directors having made reasonable enquiries, Fubon Financial, Kbro 
Media, MOMO.COM and their respective ultimate beneficial owners were Independent Third Parties 
as at the Latest Practicable Date.

Perfect Sky was the controlling Shareholder holding 1,264,012,837 Shares, representing 
approximately 60.41% of the issued share capital of the Company, and one of the holders of the 
Existing Convertible Notes as at the Latest Practicable Date.

Adjustments to the Initial Conversion Price

Pursuant to the terms and conditions of the Subscription Agreements, the Initial Conversion Price in 
respect of the Convertible Notes was initially determined as HK$0.529 per Conversion Share, and 
has been adjusted to HK$0.458 per Conversion Share (i.e. the Adjusted Conversion Price) as a result 
of completion of the Open Offer, which will be adopted as the conversion price in force at the time 
of issue of the Convertible Notes. The Initial Conversion Price was determined after arm’s length 
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negotiations between the Company and the respective Subscribers with reference to the prevailing 
market price of the Shares but without taking into account the Open Offer as each of the Subscription 
Agreements is independent of and not inter-conditional with the Open Offer. Pursuant to the terms 
and conditions of the Convertible Notes, the conversion price under the Convertible Notes is subject 
to certain anti-dilution events including, inter alia, rights to subscribe for or purchase the Shares or 
issue of Shares. As such, if the Convertible Notes were issued before completion of the Open Offer, 
the Initial Conversion Price would be adjusted as a result of the Open Offer. While the timing of 
completion of the Subscription Agreements could not be ascertained at the time of entering into the 
Subscription Agreements, in order to cater for the potential dilution effect resulting from the Open 
Offer on the underlying shareholding represented by the Conversion Shares under the Convertible 
Notes, the Subscription Agreements contain such clause of adjustments on the Initial Conversion 
Price should the Open Offer take place before the issue of the Convertible Notes, and the Board 
considers that the adjustments are fair and reasonable. Please refer to the section headed “Principal 
terms of the Convertible Notes” below for further details.

Conditions precedent to the Subscription Agreements

Completion of the respective Subscription Agreements shall be conditional upon:

(a) the current listing of the Shares not having been withdrawn, the Shares continuing to be traded 
on the Stock Exchange prior to the Completion Date (save for any temporary suspension for no 
longer than seven trading days or such other period as the respective Subscribers may agree, or 
the temporary suspension in connection with transactions contemplated under the Subscription 
Agreements) and neither the Stock Exchange nor the SFC having indicated that either one of 
them will object to such continued listing for reasons related to or arising from the transactions 
contemplated thereunder;

(b) the GEM Listing Committee of the Stock Exchange having granted the approval for the listing 
of, and permission to deal in, the Conversion Shares;

(c) the Company having obtained all consent from the relevant governmental or regulatory 
authorities or other third parties which are necessary to be obtained for the execution and 
performance of the respective Subscription Agreements by the Company and the transactions 
contemplated thereunder, including but not limited to (where required) the Bermuda Monetary 
Authority granting its permission to (i) the issue of the respective Convertible Notes; and (ii) 
the allotment and issue of the Conversion Shares upon the exercise of the conversion rights 
attached to the respective Convertible Notes;

(d) each of the representations, warranties and undertakings given or made by the Company in 
the respective Subscription Agreements remaining true and accurate and not misleading at 
Completion as if repeated at Completion and at all times between the date of the respective 
Subscription Agreements and the respective Completion Date;

(e) the Company having duly performed and observed all of the obligations, undertakings, 
covenants and agreements required to be performed and observed by it prior to the respective 
Completion Date under the respective Subscription Agreements; and
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(f) the passing by the Shareholders (other than those who are required by the GEM Listing Rules 
to abstain from voting, if any) in the SGM of resolution(s) approving, among other things, 
(i) the execution, the consummation and the Completion of the respective Subscription 
Agreements; (ii) the issue of the respective Convertible Notes; and (iii) the allotment and issue 
of the Conversion Shares upon the exercise of the conversion rights attached to the respective 
Convertible Notes, in accordance with the GEM Listing Rules and applicable laws.

If any of the above conditions precedent has not been fulfilled or waived by the respective 
Subscribers (in its sole and absolute discretion with respect to any of conditions (a), (d) and (e)) on or 
prior to 30 June 2015 or such other date as the parties to the relevant Subscription Agreements may 
agree in writing, then neither the Company nor the relevant Subscribers shall be bound to proceed 
with the transactions contemplated under the respective Subscription Agreements and the respective 
Subscription Agreements shall cease to be of any effect except for the clauses, among others, 
relating to confidentiality, which shall remain in force and save in respect of claims arising out of any 
antecedent breach of the respective Subscription Agreements.

Completion

Completion of each of the Subscription Agreements is not inter-conditional with one another, the 
TFN Subscription Agreement, nor the Open Offer.

Completion of the respective Subscription Agreements shall take place on the third Business Day 
after the fulfillment of the conditions precedent set out above or on such other date as the Company 
and the respective Subscribers may agree in writing. The Company shall issue the Convertible Notes 
in the principal amounts to the respective Subscribers on the Completion Date.

As the issue of the Convertible Notes is subject to the fulfilment of certain conditions precedent 
and may or may not proceed, Shareholders and potential investors of the Company should 
exercise caution when dealing in the Shares.

PRINCIPAL TERMS OF THE CONVERTIBLE NOTES

The principal terms of the Convertible Notes are summarised as follows:

Issue price: 100% of the principal amount of the Convertible Notes

Interest: The Convertible Notes bear no interest.

Maturity date: The third anniversary of the first date of issue of the 
Convertible Notes, or if it is not a Business Day, the first 
Business Day immediately following the third anniversary of 
the said first date of issue
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Conversion rights: The holder of the Convertible Notes shall have the rights to 
convert on any Business Day during the conversion period, 
the whole or any part(s) of the relevant principal amount of 
the Convertible Notes into Conversion Shares at any time and 
from time to time at the Adjusted Conversion Price provided 
that:

(a) such part of the principal amount of the Convertible 
Notes has not previously been converted or purchased or 
cancelled; and

(b) such part of the principal amount of the Convertible 
Notes to be converted shall not be less than HK$1,000,000 
and in integral multiples of HK$1,000,000 at any 
one time, save that if at any time the outstanding 
principal amount of the Convertible Notes is less than 
HK$1,000,000, the whole (but not part only) of such 
outstanding principal amount of the Convertible Notes 
may be converted.

The conversion rights shall not be exercised by the holder of 
the Convertible Notes, or if exercised by virtue of a conversion 
notice having been given, the Company shall not be obliged 
to issue any Conversion Shares but may treat the conversion 
notice as invalid, if it comes to the notice of the Company that 
immediately following such conversion:

(a) the Company will be unable to meet the public float 
requirement under the GEM Listing Rules; or

(b) a mandatory general offer obligation under the 
Takeovers Code will be triggered on the part of the 
holder of the Convertible Notes together with the parties 
acting in concert with it.

Conversion Shares: Assuming the conversion rights attaching to the Convertible 
Notes are exercised in full at the Adjusted Conversion Price, a 
maximum of 407,947,597 Conversion Shares will be allotted 
and issued, representing (i) approximately 19.50% of the 
issued share capital of the Company as at the Latest Practicable 
Date; and (ii) approximately 16.32% of the issued share capital 
of the Company as enlarged by the allotment and issue of the 
Conversion Shares under the Convertible Notes.
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Conversion price: The Initial Conversion Price per Conversion Share is the higher 
of:

(a) the average closing price per Share (before the 
adjustment caused by the Open Offer) quoted on the 
daily quotation sheet of the GEM for the 5 consecutive 
trading days immediately prior to the date of the 
Subscription Agreements plus a premium of 5%; and

(b) 20% discount to the Benchmarked Price.

Based on the above, the Initial Conversion Price was 
determined as HK$0.529.

The Subscription Agreements set out that if (a) the Completion 
takes place after the issue of the Offer Shares; and (b) the 
Offer Price is less than 90% of the average closing price 
per Share (before the adjustment caused by the Open Offer) 
in the five trading days immediately prior to the date of 
the Announcement (“Current Market Price”), the Initial 
Conversion Price per Conversion Share shall be adjusted by 
multiplying such figure by the following fraction:

A + B
A + C

where:

A = the number of Shares in issue immediately before the 
date of the Announcement;

B = the number of Shares which the aggregate amount 
(if any) payable for the Offer Shares at such Current 
Market Price at the date of the Announcement; and

C = the aggregate number of Offer Shares,

provided that the Initial Conversion Price per Conversion 
Share after the forgoing adjustment is lower than a discount of 
20% to the Benchmarked Price, the Initial Conversion Price 
after adjustment shall be a price equal to a discount of 20% to 
the Benchmarked Price.
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Benchmarked Price shall mean the higher of:

(a) the closing price per Share (before the adjustment caused 
by the Open Offer) quoted on the daily quotation sheet of 
the GEM as of the date of the Subscription Agreements; 
and

(b) the average closing price per Share (before the 
adjustment caused by the Open Offer) quoted on the 
daily quotation sheet of the GEM for the five trading 
days immediately prior to the earlier of:

(i) the date of the Announcement; and

(ii) the date of the Subscription Agreements (which is 
also the date on which the Initial Conversion Price 
is fixed).

As the Offer Shares have been issued on 2 June 2015 and the 
Offer Price is less than 90% of the Current Market Price, the 
Initial Conversion Price of HK$0.529 per Conversion Share 
shall be adjusted to HK$0.458 per Conversion Share as a result 
of the Open Offer (i.e. the Adjusted Conversion Price).

No adjustment shall be made to the Initial Conversion Price 
as a result of the issue of the Convertible Notes and the TFN 
Convertible Notes and upon conversion of the conversion 
shares thereunder.

The Adjusted Conversion Price is subject to further customary 
anti-dilution adjustment(s) contained in the terms of the 
Convertible Notes upon the occurrence of, among other things, 
(i) consolidation or subdivision or reclassification or otherwise 
resulted in the Shares become of a different nominal amount; 
(ii) capitalisation of profits or reserves; (iii) capital distribution 
or grant to the Shareholders rights to acquire for cash assets 
of the Company or any of its subsidiaries; and (iv) rights 
issues, grant of options, warrants or other rights to subscribe 
for or purchase the Shares or issue of Shares or convertible or 
exchangeable securities or modification of rights of conversion, 
exchange or subscription attaching thereto at less than 90% of 
the then current market price of the Shares.
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The Initial Conversion Price of HK$0.529 per Conversion 
Share represents:

(a) a premium of approximately 7.96% over HK$0.49 per 
Share, being the closing price (before the adjustment 
caused by the Open Offer) as quoted on the Stock 
Exchange on the Last Trading Day;

(b) a premium of approximately 4.96% over HK$0.504 per 
Share, being the average of the closing prices (before the 
adjustment caused by the Open Offer) as quoted on the 
Stock Exchange for the last five consecutive trading days 
up to and including the Last Trading Day; and

(c) a premium of approximately 7.74% over HK$0.491 per 
Share, being the average of the closing prices (before the 
adjustment caused by the Open Offer) as quoted on the 
Stock Exchange for the last ten consecutive trading days 
up to and including the Last Trading Day.

The Adjusted Conversion Price of HK$0.458 per Conversion 
Share represents:

(a) a discount of approximately 55.10% to HK$1.02 per 
Share, being the closing price as quoted on the Stock 
Exchange on the Latest Practicable Date;

(b) a premium of approximately 7.26% over HK$0.427 per 
Share, being the closing price (adjusted as a result of the 
Open Offer) as quoted on the Stock Exchange on the 
Last Trading Day;

(c) a premium of approximately 5.05% over HK$0.436 per 
Share, being the average of the closing prices (adjusted 
as a result of the Open Offer) as quoted on the Stock 
Exchange for the last five consecutive trading days up to 
and including the Last Trading Day; and

(d) a premium of approximately 7.26% over HK$0.427 per 
Share, being the average of the closing prices (adjusted 
as a result of the Open Offer) as quoted on the Stock 
Exchange for the last ten consecutive trading days up to 
and including the Last Trading Day.
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Conversion period: The conversion period commences on the first date of issue of 
the respective Convertible Notes and expires on the date which 
is five Business Days preceding the respective maturity date.

Redemption: Unless previously converted, purchased or cancelled in 
accordance with the conditions under the terms of the 
Convertible Notes, the Convertible Notes will be redeemed 
by the Company on the maturity date at its principal amount 
outstanding.

The Convertible Notes are not redeemable by the Company at 
any time prior to the maturity date.

Transferability: The Convertible Notes or any part(s) thereof may be assigned 
or transferred at any time provided that such assignment or 
transfer shall be in compliance with the conditions under the 
terms and conditions of the Convertible Notes and further 
subject to (where applicable) the conditions, approvals, 
requirements and any other provisions of or under:

(a) the Stock Exchange (and any other stock exchange on 
which the Shares may be listed at the relevant time) and 
the SFC or its rules and regulations; and

(b) the GEM Listing Rules, the Takeovers Code and all 
applicable laws and regulations.

The permitted assignment or transfer of the Convertible Notes 
may be in respect of the whole or any part(s) of the outstanding 
principal amount of the Convertible Notes and may only be 
made to person(s) which are not connected persons of the 
Company except in accordance with the GEM Listing Rules.

Listing: No application will be made for the listing of the Convertible 
Notes on the Stock Exchange or any other stock exchange.

Application has been made by the Company to the Stock 
Exchange for the listing of, and permission to deal in, the 
Conversion Shares that may be allotted and issued upon 
conversion of the Convertible Notes.

Ranking of the Conversion  The Conversion Shares will rank pari passu in all respects
 Shares: among themselves and with other Shares in issue on the 

conversion date of the Convertible Notes.
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Voting rights: The holder of the Convertible Notes shall not be entitled 
to receive notices of, attend or vote at any meetings of 
the Company by reason only of it being the holder of the 
Convertible Notes.

Event of default: If any of the events of default set out in the terms and 
conditions of the Convertible Notes occurs and no rectification 
(to the extent that such event can be rectified) has been made 
within twenty Business Days thereafter, the holder of the 
Convertible Notes may give notice to the Company that the 
Convertible Notes, on the giving of such notice, is immediately 
due and payable at its principal amount then outstanding.

REASONS FOR THE ISSUE OF THE CONVERTIBLE NOTES BY THE COMPANY

The Company is an exempted company incorporated in the Cayman Islands and continued in 
Bermuda with limited liability, the issued Shares of which are listed and traded on the GEM. The 
principal activity of the Company is investment holding. The principal activities of the Group 
include film production and distribution; organisation, management and production of concerts 
and live performances; artiste management; production and distribution of TV programmes; music 
production and publishing; provision of advertising services and consultancy services in planning 
and management of cultural, entertainment and live performance projects.

The gross proceeds and the estimated net proceeds of the issue of the Convertible Notes will be 
approximately HK$186,840,000 and HK$185,653,000 respectively.

The net proceeds from the issue of the Convertible Notes of approximately HK$185.7 million 
in aggregate will be applied for general working capital of the Group, in particular, (i) as to 
approximately HK$108.2 million and HK$37.5 million for funding commitment for two films and a 
TV programme respectively, which represents the production costs in relation to, among other things, 
script development, engagement of artistes, directors, producers, production house and/or crew, and 
other unit production expenses for shooting and post-production, and the productions of which are 
expected to commence in the second half of this year; and (ii) as to approximately HK$40.0 million 
for funding commitment in Dragon Tiger Capital Partners L.P., an investment fund targeting film and 
TV projects for the PRC and also distribution to the global Chinese language audience.

The Board considers that the issue of the Convertible Notes will enhance the working capital and 
strengthen the capital base and financial position for the future development of the Group. Further, 
the issue of the Convertible Notes is an appropriate means of raising additional capital for the 
Company since it will not have an immediate dilution effect on the shareholding of the existing 
Shareholders.

Hence, the Board considers that the issue of the Convertible Notes and the respective terms thereof 
are fair and reasonable and in the interests of the Company and the Shareholders (and in the case of 
the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes, the Independent Shareholders) as a whole.
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INFORMATION ON THE SUBSCRIBERS

Fubon Financial

Fubon Financial is a company incorporated in Taiwan with limited liability and is a subsidiary of 
Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd., the shares of which are listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange 
Corporation. It has major investment in biotech, creative media and public infrastructures. Fubon 
Financial held 14.5% interest in Kbro Media as at the Latest Practicable Date.

Kbro Media

Kbro Media is a company incorporated in Taiwan with limited liability and is a subsidiary of Kbro 
Co., Ltd., a multiple system operator in Taiwan. Its main businesses are production, distribution and 
investment in Chinese movies and TV dramas.

As at the Latest Practicable Date, each of Fubon Financial and Kbro Media held 99,187,500 Shares, 
representing approximately 4.74% of the issued share capital of the Company; and each of Fubon 
Financial and Kbro Media was the holder of the Existing Convertible Notes with an outstanding 
amount of HK$33,420,000 which had been matured on 8 June 2015.

MOMO.COM

MOMO.COM is a company incorporated in Taiwan with limited liability and the shares of which are 
listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation. Its main business is being a B2C online shopping 
platform operator. MOMO.COM is indirectly held as to approximately 44.38% by Taiwan Mobile 
Co., Ltd., the shares of which are listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation.

Perfect Sky

Perfect Sky is a company incorporated in the BVI with limited liability on 9 March 2011 and a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of eSun. Its principal activity is investment holding. As at the Latest 
Practicable Date, Perfect Sky was the controlling Shareholder holding 1,264,012,837 Shares 
representing approximately 60.41% of the issued share capital of the Company and was the holder 
of the Existing Convertible Notes with an outstanding amount of HK$44,335,000 which had been 
matured on 8 June 2015.

PROPOSED REFRESHMENT OF GENERAL MANDATE

Existing General Mandate

At the AGM held on 9 December 2014, the Shareholders approved, among other things, an ordinary 
resolution to grant to the Directors the Existing General Mandate to allot, issue and deal with up to 
267,973,164 new Shares, which is equivalent to 20% of the then issued share capital of the Company 
as at the date of the AGM. As at the Latest Practicable Date, no Shares have been allotted and issued 
under the Existing General Mandate.
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The Company has not made any refreshment of the Existing General Mandate since the AGM up 
to the Latest Practicable Date and save for the Existing Convertible Notes and the TFN Convertible 
Notes, there were no other outstanding options, warrants, convertible securities or other rights to 
subscribe for the Shares.

Pursuant to the terms and conditions under the Existing Convertible Notes, the conversion period 
had expired as at the Latest Practicable Date. Accordingly, no further new Shares will be allotted and 
issued to the holders of the Existing Convertible Notes.

Pursuant to the terms and conditions under the TFN Convertible Notes, based on the conversion price 
of HK$0.458 per conversion share thereunder (adjusted as a result of the Open Offer) having taken 
into account the number of issuable Shares under the Existing General Mandate, upon exercise to the 
fullest possible extent of the conversion rights attaching to the TFN Convertible Notes, a maximum 
of 267,973,164 new Shares will be allotted and issued to TFN Media.

New General Mandate

An ordinary resolution will be proposed to the Independent Shareholders at the SGM that the 
Directors be granted the New General Mandate to allot and issue Shares not exceeding 20% of the 
issued share capital of the Company as at the date of passing the relevant ordinary resolution at the 
SGM.

As at the Latest Practicable Date, there were 2,092,388,703 Shares in issue. Assuming no exercise 
of the conversion rights attaching to the TFN Convertible Notes and no further issue of new Shares 
from the Latest Practicable Date up to the date of the SGM, subject to the passing of the relevant 
ordinary resolution to approve the Refreshment of General Mandate at the SGM, the Directors would 
be authorised to allot and issue up to 418,477,740 new Shares under the New General Mandate.

The New General Mandate will expire at the earliest of (a) the conclusion of the next annual general 
meeting of the Company; (b) the date by which the next annual general meeting of the Company is 
required to be held by law or by the Bye-laws; or (c) the date upon which such authority is revoked or 
varied by an ordinary resolution of the Shareholders in a general meeting of the Company prior to the 
next annual general meeting of the Company.

REASONS FOR THE REFRESHMENT OF GENERAL MANDATE

The business of the Group is a cash business which requires a substantial level of cash flow. With 
the successful release of recent films “Helios”, “Triumph in the Skies”, “The Man From Macau II 
(From Vegas to Macau 2)”, “Don’t Go Breaking My Heart II” and “Miss Granny (20, Once Again)”, 
the Group is on a continued drive to increase original production of films with Chinese themes and 
build up a solid distribution pipeline. On TV division, the TV drama “Don’t Go Breaking My Heart” 
is in the post-production stage, the Group is in discussion with leading TV stations, Chinese portals 
and video web sites for related licensing and distribution. In addition, the Group is in the process 
of negotiation with various production companies for new project development. There are roughly 
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eight films and eight TV programmes which are currently under consideration, and if these films and 
programmes are decided to move forward for production, the capital requirement will be significant.

As at the Latest Practicable Date, the Company had no immediate funding need and had sufficient 
working capital to maintain its current business operation and the Company did not have any plan, 
timetable or intention to utilise the New General Mandate by issuing new Shares and/or convertible 
securities of the Company for cash and/or as consideration and/or for any acquisitions. However, the 
Company does not rule out any possibility putting forward other appropriate fund raising plans to 
its Shareholders for their consideration if there are attractive investment opportunities in the market 
and the fund raising plans are proved to be favourable to its Shareholders. The Board believes that 
the Refreshment of General Mandate will allow the flexibility for the Group to raise funds through 
equity financing for its future business development or investment opportunities. Given that (a) 
equity financing does not incur any interest paying obligations on the Group as compared with bank 
financing; and (b) equity financing through issue of Shares under a general mandate (i) is less costly 
and time-consuming than raising funds by way of rights issue or open offer, and (ii) could avoid the 
uncertainties in such circumstances that specific mandate may not be obtained in a timely manner, 
the Board is of the view that the Refreshment of General Mandate is in the interests of the Company 
and the Independent Shareholders as a whole.

The Refreshment of General Mandate is proposed to the Shareholders prior to the Company’s next 
annual general meeting and therefore, is subject to the Independent Shareholders’ approval at the 
SGM in accordance with the GEM Listing Rules.

FUND RAISING ACTIVITIES IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS

Apart from the fund raising activities mentioned below, the Company has not carried out any other 
fund raising activities during the 12 months immediately preceding the Latest Practicable Date:

Date of      Actual use of net proceeds
announcement Date of completion Fund raising activities Net proceeds Intended use of net proceeds as at the Latest Practicable Date

17 April 2015 13 May 2015 Issue of the TFN Convertible  Approximately  Production of films and  Approximately HK$18.5 million
   Notes to TFN Media   HK$129.7 million  TV programmes  used for the production of
   in the principal amount    films; and the remaining balance
   of HK$130,000,000    was yet to be utilised and
      tentatively held as bank deposits

17 April 2015 2 June 2015 The Open Offer on the basis  Approximately  Approximately HK$143.1 million  Approximately HK$143.1 million
    of one Offer Share for every   HK$198.0 million   for redemption of the Existing   used for redemption of the Existing
   two existing Shares on the    Convertible Notes and   Convertible Notes;
   Record Date   approximately HK$54.9 million  and the remaining balance
     for general working capital   was yet to be utilised and
     of the Group   tentatively held as bank deposits
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SHAREHOLDING STRUCTURE

The respective effects of the issue of the Convertible Notes and the Refreshment of General Mandate 
on the shareholding structure of the Company are, for illustrative purpose only and assuming no 
further issue of new Shares from the Latest Practicable Date up to the dates of relevant events, set out 
as follows:

    Assuming
    (i) full utilisation
    of the New General
   Assuming (i) full  Mandate; (ii) full
   conversion of the  conversion of the
  Assuming (i) full utilisation  Convertible Notes at  Convertible Notes at
  of the New General  the Adjusted Conversion  the Adjusted Conversion
  Mandate; and (ii) no  Price of HK$0.458;  Price of HK$0.458;
  conversion of the  (ii) no utilisation of  and (iii) full conversion
  Convertible Notes  the New General Mandate;  of the TFN Convertible
 As at the Latest Practicable and the TFN  and (iii) no conversion of the  Notes under the Existing
Name of Shareholder Date Convertible Notes TFN Convertible Notes General Mandate (Note 3)
 Number of  Number of  Number of  Number of
 Shares Approx. % Shares Approx. % Shares Approx. % Shares Approx. %

Perfect Sky 1,264,012,837 60.41% 1,264,012,837 50.34% 1,482,353,448 59.29% 1,482,353,448 46.52%
Next Gen (Note 1) 88,850,549 4.25% 88,850,549 3.54% 88,850,549 3.55% 88,850,549 2.79%
Mr. Chan Chi Yuen (Note 2) 172,500 0.01% 172,500 0.01% 172,500 0.01% 172,500 0.01%

Fubon Financial 99,187,500 4.74% 99,187,500 3.95% 172,156,932 6.89% 172,156,932 5.40%
Kbro Media 99,187,500 4.74% 99,187,500 3.95% 172,156,932 6.89% 172,156,932 5.40%
MOMO.COM — — — — 43,668,122 1.74% 43,668,122 1.37%
        

Subscribers
 (other than Perfect Sky) 198,375,000 9.48% 198,375,000 7.90% 387,981,986 15.52% 387,981,986 12.17%

TFN Media — — — — — — 267,973,164 8.41%
Other public Shareholders 540,977,817 25.85% 540,977,817 21.55% 540,977,817 21.63% 540,977,817 16.98%
Shares to be issued under the
 New General Mandate — — 418,477,740 16.66% — — 418,477,740 13.12%
        

Total 2,092,388,703 100.00% 2,510,866,443 100.00% 2,500,336,300 100.00% 3,186,787,204 100.00%
        

Notes:

1. As at the Latest Practicable Date, Next Gen was wholly and beneficially owned by Yunfeng Fund, L.P. of which 
Mr. Yu Feng (an executive Director) was the founder, chairman and the sole director of its general partner.

2. Mr. Chan Chi Yuen was an independent non-executive Director as at the Latest Practicable Date.

3. At the conversion price of HK$0.458 per conversion price (adjusted as a result of the Open Offer) and assuming 
that the TFN Convertible Notes could be fully converted, the maximum number of conversion shares to be allotted 
and issued to TFN Media, as the holder of the TFN Convertible Notes, would be 283,842,794 Shares. However, as 
disclosed in the Company’s announcement dated 13 May 2015, the Company elects to redeem the principal amount 
attributable to conversion shares under the TFN Convertible Notes in excess of the outstanding number of new 
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Shares issuable under the Existing General Mandate, and therefore, having taken into account the maximum number 
of such issuable Shares under the Existing General Mandate and assuming no utilisation of the Existing General 
Mandate (other than that for the allotment and issue of the conversion shares under the TFN Convertible Notes), the 
maximum number of conversion shares that could be allotted and issued to TFN Media under the TFN Convertible 
Notes shall be 267,973,164 Shares, at the adjusted conversion price of HK$0.458 per conversion share.

GENERAL

The Conversion Shares under the Fubon Convertible Notes, the Kbro Convertible Notes, the 
MOMO Convertible Notes and the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes will be allotted and issued under 
the specific mandate to be sought at the SGM. By virtue of Fubon Financial’s interest in the Fubon 
Subscription Agreement and its equity interests in Kbro Media, Fubon Financial will abstain from 
voting on the resolutions in relation to the Fubon Subscription Agreement and the Kbro Subscription 
Agreement to be proposed at the SGM. By virtue of Kbro Media’s interest in the Kbro Subscription 
Agreement, Kbro Media will abstain from voting on the resolution in relation to the Kbro 
Subscription Agreement to be proposed at the SGM.

Perfect Sky was the controlling Shareholder holding 1,264,012,837 Shares or approximately 60.41% 
of the issued share capital of the Company as at the Latest Practicable Date and was therefore a 
connected person of the Company pursuant to the GEM Listing Rules. Accordingly, the Perfect 
Sky Subscription Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereunder constitute a non-exempt 
connected transaction of the Company under Chapter 20 of the GEM Listing Rules and are subject 
to the reporting, announcement and Independent Shareholders’ approval requirements. By virtue 
of Perfect Sky’s interest in the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement, Perfect Sky will abstain from 
voting on the resolution in relation to the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement to be proposed at the 
SGM.

Pursuant to Rule 17.42A of the GEM Listing Rules, the Refreshment of General Mandate will be 
subject to the Independent Shareholders’ approval by way of passing an ordinary resolution at the 
SGM at which any of the controlling Shareholders and their respective associates, or where there are 
no controlling Shareholders, the Directors (excluding independent non-executive Directors) and the 
chief executive and all their respective associates shall abstain from voting in favour of the resolution 
approving the Refreshment of General Mandate. Accordingly, Perfect Sky and its associates are 
required to abstain from voting in favour of the resolution to approve the Refreshment of General 
Mandate at the SGM. The Board has been advised by Perfect Sky that none of itself and its associates 
have intention to vote against the relevant resolution(s) to approve the Refreshment of General 
Mandate at the SGM.

INDEPENDENT BOARD COMMITTEE AND INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL ADVISER

The Independent Board Committee which comprises Mr. Chan Chi Yuen, Mr. Zhang Xi and Mr. Ng 
Chi Ho, Dennis, being all the independent non-executive Directors, has been established to advise the 
Independent Shareholders on the relevant resolutions in relation to (i) the Perfect Sky Subscription 
Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereunder; and (ii) the Refreshment of General 
Mandate.
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Veda Capital has been appointed as the Independent Financial Adviser to advise the Independent 
Board Committee and the Independent Shareholders in this regard.

SGM

A notice convening the SGM to be held at Kellett Room IV, 3rd Floor, The Excelsior, Hong Kong, 
281 Gloucester Road, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong on Friday, 26 June 2015 at 10:00 a.m. is set out on 
pages 67 to 73 of this circular for the purpose of considering and if, thought fit, passing the relevant 
resolutions approving (i) the Fubon Subscription Agreement, the Kbro Subscription Agreement and 
the MOMO Subscription Agreement and the respective transactions contemplated thereunder by 
the Shareholders; (ii) the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the transactions contemplated 
thereunder by the Independent Shareholders; and (iii) the Refreshment of General Mandate by the 
Independent Shareholders.

A form of proxy for use at the SGM is enclosed with this circular. Whether or not you are able to 
attend the SGM, you are requested to complete and return the enclosed form of proxy in accordance 
with the instructions printed thereon and deposit the same at the office of the Company’s branch 
share register in Hong Kong, Computershare Hong Kong Investor Services Limited at 17M Floor, 
Hopewell Centre, 183 Queen’s Road East, Wanchai, Hong Kong, as soon as possible and in any 
event, not less than 48 hours before the time appointed for holding the SGM or any adjournment 
thereof. Completion and return of the form of proxy will not preclude you from attending and voting 
in person at the SGM or any adjournment thereof should you so wish and in that event, your form of 
proxy will be deemed to have been revoked.

The vote of the Shareholders or the Independent Shareholders (as the case may be) in respect of the 
relevant resolutions at the SGM will be taken by way of poll.

RECOMMENDATION

The Board is of the opinion that the issue of the Convertible Notes and the terms of the Subscription 
Agreements and the Refreshment of General Mandate are fair and reasonable and are in the interests 
of the Company and the Shareholders (including the Independent Shareholders, as the case may be)
as a whole. Accordingly, the Board (other than the independent non-executive Directors in respect 
of the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the Refreshment of the General Mandate, whose 
views and recommendations are set out in the section headed “Letter from the Independent Board 
Committee” of this circular) recommends the Shareholders or the Independent Shareholders (as 
the case may be) to vote in favour of the relevant ordinary resolutions approving the Subscription 
Agreements and the transactions contemplated thereunder and the Refreshment of General Mandate 
to be proposed at the SGM.
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Your attention is drawn to the letter from the Independent Board Committee containing its 
recommendation to the Independent Shareholders set out on page 25 of this circular and the 
letter from Veda Capital containing its recommendation to the Independent Board Committee 
and the Independent Shareholders and the principal factors which it has considered in arriving at 
its recommendation with regard to the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the transactions 
contemplated thereunder and the Refreshment of General Mandate, as set out on pages 26 to 57 of 
this circular.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Your attention is also drawn to the additional information set out in the appendix to this circular.

 Yours faithfully,
 For and on behalf of the Board
 MEDIA ASIA GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED
 Lui Siu Tsuen, Richard
 Executive Director
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Media Asia Group Holdings Limited
(Incorporated in the Cayman Islands and continued in Bermuda with limited liability)

(Stock Code: 8075)

10 June 2015

To the Independent Shareholders

Dear Sir or Madam,

(1) THE PERFECT SKY SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT;
AND

(2) REFRESHMENT OF GENERAL MANDATE

We refer to the circular of the Company dated 10 June 2015 (the “Circular”) of which this letter 
forms part. Unless the context requires otherwise, capitalised terms used herein shall have the same 
meanings as those defined in the Circular.

We have been appointed by the Board to advise the Independent Shareholders as to whether the 
terms of the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the Refreshment of General Mandate are fair 
and reasonable and whether the entering into of the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the 
transactions contemplated thereunder and the Refreshment of General Mandate are in the interests of 
the Company and the Independent Shareholders as a whole. Veda Capital has been appointed as the 
Independent Financial Adviser to advise us in this respect.

Having considered the principal factors and reasons considered by, and the advice of Veda Capital 
as set out in its letter of advice to us on pages 26 to 57 of the Circular, we are of the opinion that 
the terms of the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the Refreshment of General Mandate 
are fair and reasonable and the entering into of the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the 
transactions contemplated thereunder and the Refreshment of General Mandate are in the interests 
of the Company and the Independent Shareholders as a whole. Accordingly, we recommend the 
Independent Shareholders to vote in favour of the ordinary resolutions to be proposed at the SGM to 
approve the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereunder and 
the Refreshment of General Mandate.

Yours faithfully,
For and on behalf of

Independent Board Committee

 Chan Chi Yuen Zhang Xi Ng Chi Ho, Dennis
Independent non-executive Directors
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The following is the text of the letter of advice from the Independent Financial Adviser in connection 
with the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereunder and 
the Refreshment of General Mandate which has been prepared for the purpose of inclusion in this 
circular.

 Veda Capital Limited
 Suite 3711, 37/F
 Tower II, Times Square
 1 Matheson Street
 Causeway Bay, Hong Kong

 10 June 2015

To the Independent Board Committee and 
 the Independent Shareholders of
 Media Asia Group Holdings Limited

Dear Sirs,

CONNECTED TRANSACTION IN RELATION
TO ISSUE OF THE CONVERTIBLE NOTES TO CONTROLLING 

SHAREHOLDER UNDER SPECIFIC MANDATE;
AND

PROPOSED REFRESHMENT OF GENERAL MANDATE
TO ISSUE SHARES

INTRODUCTION

We refer to our appointment to advise the Independent Board Committee and the Independent 
Shareholders in respect of the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the transactions contemplated 
thereunder and the Refreshment of General Mandate, details of which are set out in the letter from 
the Board (the “Board Letter”) contained in the circular dated 10 June 2015 (the “Circular”) to the 
Shareholders, of which this letter forms part. Terms used herein have the same meanings as those 
defined in the Circular unless the context requires otherwise.

On 17 April 2015 (after trading hours), the Company entered into the Perfect Sky Subscription 
Agreement with Perfect Sky in respect of the issue of and the subscription for the Perfect Sky 
Convertible Notes in principal amount of HK$100,000,000.

Perfect Sky was the controlling Shareholder holding 1,264,012,837 Shares, representing 
approximately 60.41% of the issued share capital of the Company as at the Latest Practicable 
Date and is therefore a connected person of the Company pursuant to the GEM Listing Rules. 
Accordingly, the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereunder 
constitute a non-exempt connected transaction of the Company under Chapter 20 of the GEM Listing 
Rules and are subject to the reporting, announcement and Independent Shareholders’ approval 
requirements.
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In addition, as set out in the Board Letter, approval from the Independent Shareholders will be sought 
at the SGM by way of poll for the approval of the Refreshment of General Mandate. According 
to Rule 17.42A(1) of the GEM Listing Rules, any controlling Shareholders and their respective 
associates or, where there are no controlling Shareholders, the Directors (excluding the independent 
non-executive Directors) and the chief executive of the Company and their respective associates shall 
abstain from voting in favour of the resolution regarding the Refreshment of General Mandate at the 
SGM.

As discussed above, Perfect Sky, a wholly owned subsidiary of eSun, was the controlling Shareholder 
as at the Latest Practicable Date and accordingly, Perfect Sky and its associates are required to 
abstain from voting in favour of the resolution to approve the Refreshment of General Mandate at the 
SGM.

The Independent Board Committee, comprising Mr. Chan Chi Yuen, Mr. Zhang Xi and Mr. Ng Chi 
Ho, Dennis, all being the independent non-executive Directors, has been established to advise the 
Independent Shareholders on the relevant resolutions in relation to (i) the Perfect Sky Subscription 
Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereunder; and (ii) the Refreshment of General 
Mandate. We have been appointed to advise the Independent Board Committee and the Independent 
Shareholders in these regards.

BASIS OF OUR OPINION

In formulating our opinion and advice, we have relied upon accuracy of the information and 
representations contained in the Circular and information provided to us by the Company, the 
Directors and the management of the Company. We have assumed that all statements, information 
and representations made or referred to in the Circular and all information and representations which 
have been provided by the Company, the Directors and the management of the Company, for which 
they are solely and wholly responsible, were true at the time they were made and continue to be true 
as at the Latest Practicable Date. We have also assumed that all statements of belief, opinion and 
intention made by the Directors in the Circular were reasonably made after due and careful enquiry 
and were based on honestly-held opinions.

The Directors have collectively and individually accepted full responsibility for the accuracy of the 
information contained in the Circular and have confirmed, having made all reasonable enquiries that, 
to the best of their knowledge and belief, there are no other facts the omission of which would make 
any statements in the Circular misleading. We have no reason to believe that any information and 
representations relied on by us in forming our opinion is untrue, inaccurate or misleading, nor are 
we aware of any material facts the omission of which would render the information provided and the 
representations made to us untrue, inaccurate or misleading. We have not, however, conducted any 
independent in-depth investigation into the business affairs, financial position or future prospects of 
the Group, nor have we carried out any independent verification of the information provided by the 
Directors and management of the Company.
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As at the Latest Practicable Date, we were not aware of any relationships or interest between us 
and the Company or any other parties that could be reasonably be regarded as hindrance to our 
independence as defined under Rule 17.96 of the GEM Listing Rules to act as the Independent 
Financial Adviser to the Independent Board Committee and the Independent Shareholders in respect 
of the undertaking and the transactions contemplated thereunder. We are not associated with the 
Company, its subsidiaries, its associates or their respective substantial shareholders or associates, 
and accordingly, are eligible to give independent advice and recommendations on the terms of 
the proposed ordinary resolution of the Refreshment of General Mandate. Apart from normal 
professional fees payable to us in connection with this appointment as the Independent Financial 
Adviser to the Independent Board Committee and Independent Shareholders, no arrangement exists 
whereby we will receive any fees from the Company, its subsidiaries, its associates or their respective 
substantial shareholders or associates.

PRINCIPAL FACTORS AND REASONS CONSIDERED

In arriving at our opinion in respect of the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the transactions 
contemplated thereunder, and the Refreshment of General Mandate, we have taken the following 
principal factors and reasons into consideration:

I. THE PERFECT SKY SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT

(1) Financial information of the Group

The financial information of the Group is as follows:

(i) For the six months ended 31 January 2015

As set out in the Group’s interim report for the six months ended 31 January 2015 
(the “IR 2015”), the Group recorded a turnover of approximately HK$383.46 
million for the six months ended 31 January 2015, representing an increase of 
approximately 43.94% from approximately HK$266.41 million for the six months 
ended 31 January 2014. According to the IR 2015, the increase in revenue was 
mainly due to the increase in revenue from the Group’s film production and 
distribution and entertainment events. The Group recorded a net profit attributable 
to owners of the Company of approximately HK$11.66 million for the six months 
ended 31 January 2015 whilst recorded a net loss attributable to owners of the 
Company of approximately HK$55.22 million for the six months ended 31 
January 2014. The turnaround from net loss to net profit was mainly due to the 
increased in revenue generated from the satisfactory performance of the Group’s 
films released and events held in the six months ended 31 January 2015.
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(ii) Financial year ended 31 July 2014

As set out in the Group’s annual report for the year ended 31 July 2014 (the “AR 
2014”), the turnover of the Group was approximately HK$456.95 million for 
the year ended 31 July 2014, represented an increase of approximately 3.58% as 
compared to the turnover of approximately HK$441.17 million for the year ended 
31 July 2013. As disclosed in the AR 2014, the slight increase in turnover was 
mainly attributable to the increase in the revenue of the Group’s entertainment 
events. The net loss attributable to the owners of the Company increased to 
approximately HK$153.15 million for the year ended 31 July 2014, representing 
an increase of 54.88% from approximately HK$98.88 million for the year ended 
31 July 2013. The significant increase in loss was due to (i) the impairment loss 
of other receivables related to a film investment of approximately HK$19.59 
million in which the Group failed to receive its investment and return according 
to the terms of related agreement; (ii) impairment loss of a film investment of 
approximately HK$35.15 million due to poor performance of its worldwide 
box office; and (iii) write-off of property, plant and equipment of approximately 
HK$15.78 million resulting from office relocation.

(iii) Financial year ended 31 July 2013

According to the Group’s annual report for the year ended 31 July 2013 (the “AR 
2013”), the turnover of the Group was approximately HK$441.17 million for 
the year ended 31 July 2013, represented an increase of approximately 275.59% 
as compared to the turnover of approximately HK$117.46 million for the year 
ended 31 July 2012. The significant increase in turnover was mainly attributable 
to an increase in the revenue of the Group’s film production and distribution and 
entertainment events. The Group recorded a net loss attributable to the owners 
of the Company of approximately HK$98.88 million for the year ended 31 
July 2013, representing a drop in loss of approximately 65.92% from a net loss 
attributable to the owners of the Company of approximately HK$290.18 million 
for the year ended 31 July 2012. The reduction in loss was mainly due to the 
issuance of convertible notes which was completed on 9 June 2012 and therefore 
no fair value gain or loss on a forward contract was recognized for the year ended 
31 July 2013. The Group had recognized a fair value loss on the forward contract 
of approximately HK$198.64 million in the financial year ended 31 July 2012.
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(2) Background of and reasons for the issue of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes

The principal activities of the Company is investment holding. The principal activities 
of the Group include film production and distribution; organisation, management 
and production of concerts and live performances; artiste management; production 
and distribution of TV programmes; music production and publishing; provision of 
advertising services and consultancy services in planning and management of cultural, 
entertainment and live performance projects.

As noted from the IR 2015, the China entertainment market continues to grow at a 
robust pace and the Group continues to expand its media and entertainment businesses 
to capitalize on this growth. With the successful release of two recent films in late 2014 
and early 2015, the Group is on a continued drive to increase original production of films 
with Chinese themes and build up a solid distribution pipeline. During the period for 
the six months ended 31 January 2015, a famed producer and scriptwriter has joined the 
Group as deputy head of film division to further enhance film division on creative ideas 
and strategies on the slate of films targeting in the China market.

The Group remains highly active on the live entertainment in Hong Kong and 
China. The Group will continue to work with local and international stars for concert 
promotion. On the music side, whilst the team continued output of new hits from top 
artistes, the Group is actively seeking collaboration with top internet companies for new 
pay model for digital distribution in China.

On TV Division, the Group has commenced production of a TV drama and is in 
collaboration with various leading TV stations for TV program production and 
distribution. In addition, the Group is in the process of negotiation with Chinese portals 
and video web sites for new project development.

As further noted from the announcement of the Company dated 3 September 2014, the 
Company (through its subsidiary) entered into an agreement with (i) S.M. Entertainment 
Co., Ltd. of Korea (the “SM”) group, which is the largest entertainment group in music 
and artist management businesses in South Korea and pioneer/leader of Korean wave 
in the world; and (ii) Fubon Financial, Kbro Media and TFN Media (collectively, the 
“Fubon Group”) to set up Dragon Tiger Capital Partners L.P., which is an investment 
fund formed to invest in film and television projects mainly focusing on the PRC and 
also global Chinese language audience. The Fubon Group is a leading Taiwanese 
financial and communications conglomerate with a long investment history in Greater 
China, South East Asia and United States.

The Group believes its expanded Chinese artiste roster along with the exclusive 
management of various artistes of SM in the PRC will complement the media and 
entertainment businesses of the Group. The diverse projects of the Group including film, 
TV, music and live events ensure maximum commercial value and appeal in attracting 
talent.
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We have conducted some researches and according to the statistics information of the 
State Administration of Radio, Film and Television (國家廣播電影電視總局統計
資訊 ) (www.gdtj.chinasarft.gov.cn) of the PRC, box office revenue including both 
domestic and foreign films increased from approximately RMB17.07 billion in 2012 to 
approximately RMB21.77 billion in 2013, representing an increase of approximately 
27.51% in which domestic and international films increased by approximately 54.33% 
and approximately 2.3% respectively. Furthermore, according to the report “2014 
Theatrical Statistics Summary” published by Motion Picture Association of America, 
a global organization with commercial and regional offices working to protect the 
film industry around the world (www.mpaa.org), China box office has increased by 
approximately 34% in 2014 as compared to 2013 and is the main driving force to the 
growth of the box office in the Asia Pacific region of approximately 12% and the growth 
of the box office to the world of approximately 1%.

As noted from the Board Letter, the net proceeds from the issue of the Convertible Notes 
of approximately HK$185.7 million in aggregate (which the Perfect Sky Convertible 
Notes forms part) will be applied for general working capital of the Group, in particular, 
(i) as to approximately HK$108.2 million and HK$37.5 million for funding commitment 
for two films and a TV programme respectively, which represents the production costs 
in relation to, among other things, script development, engagement of artistes, directors, 
producers, production house and/or crew, and other unit production expenses for 
shooting and post-production, and the productions of which are expected to commence 
in the second half of this year; and (ii) as to approximately HK$40.0 million for funding 
commitment in Dragon Tiger Capital Partners L.P., an investment fund targeting film 
and TV projects for the PRC and also distribution to the global Chinese language 
audience.

As set out in the prospectus of the Company in relation to the Open Offer dated 8 May 
2015 (“Prospectus”), the net proceeds from the Open Offer will be approximately 
HK$198 million and the Company intends to apply part of the net proceeds from 
the Open Offer for redemption of the Existing Convertible Notes in the outstanding 
principal amount of approximately HK$182.9 million, representing approximately 
92.4% of the net proceeds of the Open Offer.

As at the Latest Practicable Date, the Open Offer has been completed and due to 
conversion of part of the Existing Convertible Notes, approximately HK$143.1 million 
out of the net proceeds from the Open Offer has been applied for redemption of the 
Existing Convertible Notes, with the remaining net proceeds tentatively held as bank 
deposits. We have discussed with the management of the Company and are given to 
understand that film and TV programmes production business is a cash business which 
requires a substantial level of cash flow. 

After considering the Directors’ view in respect of the use of proceeds as mentioned 
above and having considered (i) the Group targets to capitalise the growth of China 
entertainment market and fundings are required to expand the films and TV production 
in PRC; (ii) any future business expansion of the Group will bring extra financial burden 
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to the Group if materialised; (iii) the Group is in the process of negotiation with Chinese 
portals and video web sites for new project development; (iv) approximately 72.27% 
of the net proceeds from the Open Offer has been utilised for the redemption of the 
Existing Convertible Notes; (v) film and TV programmes production business is a cash 
business which requires a substantial level of cash flow; (vi) the issue of the Perfect 
Sky Convertible Notes will enhance the working capital and strengthen the capital base 
and financial position for the future development of the Group; and (vii) the issue of 
the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes is an appropriate means of raising additional capital 
for the Company since it will not have an immediate dilution effect as discussed in the 
section “(4) Other financial alternatives” below, we are of the view that the issue of the 
Perfect Sky Convertible Notes is fair and reasonable and in the interests of the Company 
and the Independent Shareholders as a whole.

(3) Principal terms of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes

The principal terms of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes are summarised as follows:

Issue price: 100% of the principal amount of the Perfect Sky 
Convertible Notes

Interest: The Perfect Sky Convertible Notes bears no interest

Maturity date: The third anniversary of the first date of issue of the 
Perfect Sky Convertible Notes

Conversion rights: The holder of the Convertible Notes shall have the rights 
to convert on any Business Day during the conversion 
period, the whole or any part(s) of the relevant principal 
amount of the Convertible Notes into Conversion 
Shares at any time and from time to time at the Adjusted 
Conversion Price provided that:

(a) such  par t  o f  the  pr inc ipa l  amount  of  the 
Convertible Notes has not previously been 
converted or purchased or cancelled; and

(b) such  par t  o f  the  pr inc ipa l  amount  of  the 
Convertible Notes to be converted shall not be 
less than HK$1,000,000 and in integral multiples 
of HK$1,000,000 at any one time, save that if at 
any time the outstanding principal amount of the 
Convertible Notes is less than HK$1,000,000, 
the whole (but not part only) of such outstanding 
principal amount of the Convertible Notes may be 
converted.
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The conversion rights shall not be exercised by the 
holder of the Convertible Notes, or if exercised by virtue 
of a conversion notice having been given, the Company 
shall not be obliged to issue any Conversion Shares but 
may treat the conversion notice as invalid, if it comes to 
the notice of the Company that immediately following 
such conversion:

(i) the Company will be unable to meet the public 
float requirement under the GEM Listing Rules; or

(ii) a mandatory general offer obligation under the 
Takeovers Code will be triggered on the part of 
the holder of the Convertible Notes together with 
the parties acting in concert with it.

Conversion Price: The Initial Conversion Price per Conversion Share is the 
higher of:

(a) the average closing price per Share (before the 
adjustment caused by the Open Offer) quoted 
on the daily quotation sheet of the GEM for the 
5 consecutive trading days immediately prior to 
the date of the Subscription Agreements plus a 
premium of 5%; and

(b) 20% discount to the Benchmarked Price.

Based on the above, the Initial Conversion Price was 
determined as HK$0.529.

As noted from the Board Letter, the Subscription 
Agreements set out that if (i) the Completion takes 
place after the issue of the Offer Shares; and (ii) the 
Offer Price is less than 90% of the average closing price 
per Share (before the adjustment caused by the Open 
Offer) in the five trading days immediately prior to the 
date of the Announcement, the Initial Conversion Price 
per Conversion Share shall be adjusted. Detail of the 
adjustments have been set out in the Board Letter.
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As the Offer Shares have been issued on 2 June 2015 
and the Offer Price is less than 90% of the Current 
Market Price, the Initial Conversion Price of HK$0.529 
per Conversion Share shall be adjusted to HK$0.458 
per Conversion Share as a result of the Open Offer (the 
“Adjusted Conversion Price”).

No adjustment shall be made to the Initial Conversion 
Price as a result of the issue of the Convertible Notes and 
the TFN Convertible Notes and upon conversion of the 
conversion shares thereunder.

The Adjusted Conversion Price is subject to further 
customary anti-dilution adjustment(s) contained in the 
terms of the Convertible Notes upon the occurrence of, 
among other things, (i) consolidation or subdivision 
or reclassification or otherwise resulted in the Shares 
become of a different nominal amount; (ii) capitalisation 
of profits or reserves; (iii) capital distribution or grant 
to the Shareholders rights to acquire for cash assets of 
the Company or any of its subsidiaries; and (iv) rights 
issues, grant of options, warrants or other rights to 
subscribe for or purchase the Shares or issue of Shares or 
convertible or exchangeable securities or modification of 
rights of conversion, exchange or subscription attaching 
thereto at less than 90% of the then current market price 
of the Shares.

Based on the aggregate principal amount of the Perfect 
Sky Convertible Notes of HK$100,000,000, the number 
of Conversion Shares to be allotted and issued to Perfect 
Sky would be adjusted from 189,035,916 Shares to 
218,340,611 Shares as a result of the Open Offer.

Further details of the major terms of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes are set out in the 
Board Letter.

(i) Initial Conversion Price

The Initial Conversion Price of HK$0.529 per Conversion Share was determined 
after arm’s length negotiations between the Company and the respective 
Subscribers with reference to the prevailing market price of the Shares without 
taking into account the Open Offer as each of the Subscription Agreements is 
independent of and not inter-conditional with the Open Offer, and represents:
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(a) a premium of approximately 7.96% over HK$0.49 per Share, being the 
closing price as quoted on the Stock Exchange on the Last Trading Day;

(b) a premium of approximately 4.96% over HK$0.504 per Share, being the 
average of the closing prices as quoted on the Stock Exchange for the last 
five consecutive trading days up to and including the Last Trading Day; and

(c) a premium of approximately 7.74% over HK$0.491 per Share, being the 
average of the closing prices as quoted on the Stock Exchange for the last 
ten consecutive trading days up to and including the Last Trading Day.

(ii) Adjusted Conversion Price

The Adjusted Conversion Price of approximately HK$0.458 represents:

(a) a discount to approximately 55.10% over HK$1.02 per Share, being the 
closing price as quoted on the Stock Exchange on the Latest Practicable 
Date.

(b) a premium of approximately 7.26% over HK$0.427 per Share, being the 
closing price (adjusted as a result of the Open Offer) as quoted on the Stock 
Exchange on the Last Trading Day, upon taken into account the effect of 
the Open Offer;

(c) a premium of approximately 5.05% over HK$0.436 per Share, being the 
average of the closing prices (adjusted as a result of the Open Offer)as 
quoted on the Stock Exchange for the last five consecutive trading days up 
to and including the Last Trading Day, upon taken into account the effect of 
the Open Offer; and

(d) a premium of approximately 7.26% over HK$0.427 per Share, being the 
average of the closing prices (adjusted as a result of the Open Offer) as 
quoted on the Stock Exchange for the last ten consecutive trading days up 
to and including the Last Trading Day.

As noted from the Board Letter, the Board considers that the issue of the Convertible 
Notes and the respective terms thereof are fair and reasonable and in the interests of the 
Company and the Shareholders (and in the case of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes, 
the Independent Shareholders) as a whole.
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With respect to the adjustment of the Initial Conversion Price due to the effect of the 
Open Offer, we have conducted our research of information published on the website 
of the Stock Exchange in relation to silimar transactions which consist of conversion 
price adjustment mechanisms and we noted that similar conversion price adjustment 
mechanisms are commonly included in the terms of the convertible bonds/notes issued 
by other companies listed on the Stock Exchange. In addition, we have reviewed the 
accuracy of the calculation of the adjustment mechanisms pursuant to the Subscription 
Agreements (which the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes forms part). We consider that 
the adjustment is under normal market practice and the adjustment terms on the Initial 
Conversion Price are fair and reasonable.

In addition, we have reviewed the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and other four 
subscription agreements i.e. the Fubon Subscription Agreement, the Kbro Subscription 
Agreement, the MOMO Subscription Agreement and the TFN Subscription Agreement, 
which each of them was entered into by the Company with an Independent Third Party, 
we noted that the underlying terms, including the adjustment mechanism to the Initial 
Conversion Price are the same for each of the Subscription Agreements.

In order to assess the fairness and reasonableness of the conversion price of the Perfect 
Sky Convertible Notes and given that such conversion price was determined at the time 
that the Open Offer has not been completed, we have included both Initial Conversion 
Price and the Adjusted Conversion Price in the following analyses:

Historical closing prices

The graph below shows the adjusted closing prices of the Shares as quoted on the Stock 
Exchange for the 12 months period ended 16 April 2015 (the “Adjusted Pre-Period”), 
being the Last Trading Date, which has taken into account the effect of the Open 
Offer, and from 17 April 2015 to the Latest Practicable Date (both dates inclusive) (the 
“Adjusted Post-Period”), collectively known as the (“Review Period”):
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Source: the Stock Exchange (www.hkex.com.hk) and google finance (https://www.google.com.hk/finance)

The adjusted closing price of the Shares during the Adjusted Pre-Period ranged from 
the lowest of HK$0.327 per Share on 22 December 2014, 23 December 2014 and 24 
December 2014 to the highest of HK$0.500 per Share on 29 May 2014 with the average 
closing price of approximately HK$0.410 per Share during the Adjusted Pre-Period. 
During the Adjusted Pre-Period, the Adjusted Conversion Price represents (i) a slightly 
discount of approximately 8.40% to the said highest adjusted closing price per Share; 
(ii) a premium of approximately 40.06% over the said lowest adjusted closing price 
per Share; and (iii) a premium of approximately 11.71% over the said average adjusted 
closing price per Share.

We noticed that after the Company had published the Announcement, the closing prices 
of the Shares were generally on an upward trend and were higher than the Adjusted 
Conversion Price. The highest closing price of the Shares during the Adjusted Post-
Period was HK$1.23 per Share on 15 May 2015 and the Adjusted Conversion Price 
represents a discount of approximately 62.76% to the said highest closing price per 
Share during the Adjusted Post-Period.

As confirmed by the Directors, save and except for the Announcement and the 
announcement of the Company dated 15 May 2015 in relation to the consummation 
of the discussion with a business partner to distribute the Group’s music recordings 
and music videos via the Internet in the PRC, they are not aware of any particular 
occurrences which might have led to such movement in the Share price. We consider 
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that the Share price mounted could possibly be (i) potential investors intent to participate 
in the Open Offer; (ii) the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement has demonstrated to the 
public the confidence of Perfect Sky places in the Company; and (iii) the recent positive 
financial market sentiment in Hong Kong.

Historical closing prices

The graph below shows the daily closing price of the Shares as quoted on the Stock 
Exchange for the 12-month period ended 16 April 2015 (the “Initial Pre-Period”), 
being the Last Trading Date, and from 17 April 2015 to the Latest Practicable Date 
(both dates inclusive) (the “Initial Post-Period”), collectively known as the “Review 
Period”:

Source: the Stock Exchange (www.hkex.com.hk) and google finance (https://www.google.com.hk/finance)

The closing price of the Shares fluctuated during the Initial Pre-Period and ranged from 
the lowest of HK$0.34 per Share on 22 December 2014, 23 December 2014 and 24 
December 2014 to the highest of HK$0.600 per Share on 29 May 2014 with the average 
closing price of approximately HK$0.465 per Share. During the Initial Pre-Period, the 
Initial Conversion Price represents (i) a slightly discount of approximately 11.83% to the 
said highest closing price per Share; (ii) a premium of approximately 55.59% over the 
said lowest closing price per Share; and (iii) a premium of approximately 13.76% over 
the said average closing price per Share.

The highest closing price of the Shares during the Initial Post-Period was HK$1.23 
per Share on 15 May 2015 and the Initial Conversion Price represents a discount of 
approximately 56.99% to the said highest closing price per Share during the Initial Post-
Period.
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Trading liquidity of the Shares

The graph below shows the daily trading volume of the Shares as quoted on the Stock 
Exchange for the 12-month period ended 16 April 2015, being the Last Trading Date, 
and from 17 April 2015 to the Latest Practicable Date (both dates inclusive), collectively 
known as the “Liquidity Review Period”:

Source: the Stock Exchange (www.hkex.com.hk) and google finance (https://www.google.com.hk/finance)

As illustrated in the chart above, save for the period upon the publication of the 
Announcement, the trading volume of the Shares was relatively thin during the Liquidity 
Review Period, with an average daily trading volume being approximately 1,945,147 
Shares, representing approximately only 0.079% of the Company’s issued share capital 
as at the Latest Practicable Date.

In addition, as compared to the Company’s shareholding held by the public Shareholders 
of 540,977,817 Shares (approximately 25.85% of the Company’s issued share capital 
as at the Latest Practicable Date), which excludes the shareholding of the Directors, 
TFN Media and the subscribers of the Convertible Notes as shown in the shareholding 
table of the Company under the below section “Potential dilution to the shareholding 
of the other public Shareholders”, the average daily trading volume of approximately 
1,945,147 Shares only represents approximately 0.36% thereof.
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The relatively low liquidity of the Shares may imply that the Company is less favourable 
as compared to those listed companies with high trading liquidity. Also, the financial 
performance of the Company is not so favourable given the fact that the Group recorded 
loss attributable to owners of the Company for previous financial years and have just 
started to record profits for the six-month period ended 31 January 2015. Given the 
abovementioned factors, the investors may seek a deeper discount on the subscription 
price when the Company issues new securities for fund-raising purposes as to safeguard 
their investment. However, we noticed that the Adjusted Conversion Price of HK$0.458 
per Conversion Share was set at a slight premium as compared to the Last Trading Day 
and the last five and ten consecutive trading days up to and including the Last Trading 
Day (adjusted as a result of the Open Offer), and therefore we consider the Adjusted 
Conversion Price was set at a fair and reasonable level given the low trading liquidity of 
the Company where the investors would prefer a discount as analysed above.

Comparable analysis

We have identified, after taken reasonable efforts, an exhaustive list of companies listed 
on the Stock Exchange which had announced the issuance of the convertible bonds/notes 
under specific mandate at fixed initial conversion price in the three months preceding the 
Last Trading Date, i.e. from 16 January 2015 and up to 16 April 2015 (the “Comparable 
Period”). During the Comparable Period, we have identified 15 comparables (the 
“Comparables”) which is an exhaustive list under our selection criteria and represent 
a fair and representative sample population for the present comparison purpose. We 
consider that the terms of the Comparables are determined under similar market 
conditions and sentiments as the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes and we believe that the 
Comparables may reflect the recent trend of the issuance of convertible bonds/notes in 
the market. Nevertheless, Shareholders should note that the businesses, operations and 
prospects of the Company are not exactly the same as the Comparables and we have not 
conducted any in-depth investigation into the businesses, operations and prospects of the 
Comparables. Details of our findings are summarised in the table below:
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      Approximate Approximate
      premium/(discount) premium/(discount) of 
      of the initial the initial conversion 
      conversion price over/to price over/to the average 
   Principal   the closing price of shares closing price for the last five 
   amount of   Interest on the last trading day consecutive trading days
   convertible  rate per prior to the date of prior to the date of
 Date of  Company bond/note Maturity annum  the corresponding the corresponding
 announcement (Stock Code) (HK$ million) (Years) (%) announcement (%) announcement (%)

1. 15/4/2015 Greater China  364.00 3 0 (20.15) (21.31)
   Holdings Limited (431)

2. 15/4/2015 Alibaba Health Information  2,160.00 5 2 (14.30) (4.60)
   Technology Limited (241)

3. 13/4/2015 Ding He Mining  550.00 2 9 (16.32) 2.04
   Holdings Limited (705)

4. 8/4/2015 Pacific Basin Shipping  969.00 6 3.25 37.50 48.47
   Limited (2343)

5. 1/4/2015 China Precious Metal  520.00 2 0 26.67 24.18
   Resources Holdings
   Co., Ltd. (1194)

6. 26/3/2015 China Aircraft Leasing Group  387.90 3 3 5.22 10.89
   Holdings Limited (1848)

7. 11/3/2015 Larry Jewelry International  150.00 3 7 (82.35) (81.57)
   Company Limited (8351)

8. 10/3/2015 Madex International  100.00 5 0 (9.91) (9.50)
   (Holdings) Limited (231)
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      Approximate Approximate
      premium/(discount) premium/(discount) of 
      of the initial the initial conversion 
      conversion price over/to price over/to the average 
   Principal   the closing price of shares closing price for the last five 
   amount of   Interest on the last trading day consecutive trading days
   convertible  rate per prior to the date of prior to the date of
 Date of  Company bond/note Maturity annum  the corresponding the corresponding
 announcement (Stock Code) (HK$ million) (Years) (%) announcement (%) announcement (%)

9. 9/3/2015 South East Group Limited (726) 200.00 3 0 (42.86) (35.06)

10. 17/2/2015 China Primary Energy  60.00 5 4.5 21.95 22.25
   Holdings Limited (8117)

11. 13/2/2015 Huajun Holdings Limited (377) 500.00 5 2.5 42.86 41.99

12. 2/2/2015 Skyocean International  1,893.72 5 0 (16.20) (15.65)
   Holdings Limited (593)

13. 29/1/2015 Good Fellow Resources 1,843.80 5 0 (31.41) (20.76)
   Holdings Limited (109)

14. 23/1/2015 United Photovoltaics 529.00 3 7.5 1.98 2.79
   Group Limited (686)

15. 18/1/2015 Ko Yo Chemical (Group)  1,440.00 10 7 (13.04) (13.63)
   Limited (827)

  Maximum 2,160.00 10.00 9.00 42.86 48.47

  Minimum 60.00 2.00 0.00 (82.35) (81.57)

  Average 777.83 4.33 3.05 (7.36) (3.30)

 17/4/2015 The Company 100.00 3 0

  — Initial Conversion Price    7.96 4.96

  — Adjusted Conversion Price    7.26 5.05

Source: the Stock Exchange (www.hkex.com.hk)

As noted from the table above, the Comparables had initial conversion prices range 
from a discount of approximately 82.35% to a premium of approximately 42.86% over 
their respective closing price per share on the last trading day prior to the date of the 
corresponding announcement (the “LTD Market Range”), with an average discount 
of approximately 7.36% (the “LTD Mean”). The Adjusted Conversion Price which 
represents a premium of approximately 7.26% over the adjusted closing price per Share 
as quoted on the Stock Exchange on the Last Trading Day (upon taken into effect of the 
Open Offer) falls within LTD Market Range and lies above the LTD Mean. The Initial 
Conversion Price which represents a premium of approximately 7.96% over the closing 
price per Share as quoted on the Stock Exchange on the Last Trading Day falls within 
LTD Market Range and lies above the LTD Mean.
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In addition, the Comparables had initial conversion prices range from a discount of 
approximately 81.57% to a premium of approximately 48.47% over their average closing 
price for the last five consecutive trading days prior to the date of the corresponding 
announcement (the “5-days Average Market Range”), with an average discount of 
approximately 3.30% (the “5-days Average Mean”). The Adjusted Conversion Price 
which represents a premium of approximately 5.05% over the average adjusted closing 
price as quoted on the Stock Exchange for the last five consecutive trading days up to 
and including the Last Trading Day (upon taken into effect of the Open Offer) falls 
within the 5-days Average Market Range and lies above the 5-days Average Mean. 
The Initial Conversion Price which represents a premium of approximately 4.96% over 
the average closing price as quoted on the Stock Exchange for the last five consecutive 
trading days up to and including the Last Trading Day falls within the 5-days Average 
Market Range and lies above the 5-days Average Mean.

With the Adjusted Conversion Price falling within the LTD Market Range and the 
5-days Average Market Range, this means that the Adjusted Conversion Price was set in 
line with that of similar convertible bonds/notes in the recent market. In addition, with 
the Adjusted Conversion Price lying above the LTD Mean and 5-days Average Mean 
indicates that the Adjusted Conversion Price was set at a level which is more favourable 
to the Company and Shareholders as compared to the average of the Comparables.

Having considered that (i) the Adjusted Conversion Price represents a premium over the 
closing price of the Shares most of the time during the Review Period and the average 
adjusted closing price per Share during the Review Period, in particular during the 
Adjusted Pre-Period; (ii) the Adjusted Conversion Price which represents a premium of 
approximately 7.26% over the adjusted closing price per Share as quoted on the Stock 
Exchange on the Last Trading Day upon taken into effect of the Open Offer falls within 
LTD Market Range and lies above the LTD Mean; and (iii) the Adjusted Conversion 
Price which represents a premium of approximately 5.05% over the average adjusted 
closing price as quoted on the Stock Exchange for the last five consecutive trading days 
up to and including the Last Trading Day upon taken into effect of the Open Offer falls 
within the 5-days Average Market Range and lies above the 5-days Average Mean, we 
are of the view that the Adjusted Conversion Price was set in line with recent market 
practice in respect of convertible bonds/notes and the Adjusted Conversion Price are fair 
and reasonable.
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(a) Interest rate

The interest rate of the Comparables ranges from 0.00% to 9.00% per annum 
with an average of 3.05%. The Perfect Sky Convertible Notes is at zero interest 
rate, which falls within the said market range and is at the lower bound of the 
Comparables. Since the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes bears no interest, we 
consider that the interest rate of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes is fair and 
reasonable so far as the Independent Shareholders are concerned and is in the 
interest of the Company and the Independent Shareholders as a whole.

(b) Maturity

The term to maturity of the Comparables ranges from 2 years to 10 years. The 
term to maturity of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes of 3 years is within the 
range of the Comparables. Hence, we consider that the term to maturity is 
determined under normal commercial terms.

Besides the abovementioned, we have also reviewed other terms of the 
Subscription Agreements (including the terms of the Perfect Sky Convertible 
Notes) and are not aware of any terms which are uncommon to normal market 
practice. Accordingly, we are of the view that the terms of the Perfect Sky 
Subscription Agreement are on normal commercial terms and are fair and 
reasonable so far as the Independent Shareholders are concerned.

From the abovementioned analysis, we noticed that the Adjusted Conversion 
Price was set in line with the recent in respect of market practice convertible 
bonds/notes. In addition, the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes have a maturity term 
of three years and carry no interest, which allows the Group to have sufficient 
funding commitments for two films and a TV programme and in the Dragon Tiger 
Capital Partners L.P., whilst minimising the financing burden of the Group in the 
near future. In addition, we have also reviewed the other terms of the Perfect Sky 
Subscription Agreement and are not aware of any terms which are uncommon to 
normal market practice. Accordingly, we concur the Directors’ view that the terms 
of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes including the Adjusted Conversion Price, the 
term to maturity and interest rate are fair and reasonable so far as the Independent 
Shareholders are concerned.
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(4) Other financial alternatives

We have made enquires towards the Company and are given to understand that 
apart from the Open Offer and the Subscription Agreements (which the Perfect Sky 
Subscription Agreement forms part) and the transactions contemplated thereunder, the 
Company has also considered other fund raising alternatives for the Group, including 
debt financing and other equity financing exercises. In relation to the debt financing, the 
Company advised us the bank loan application may be subject to lengthy due diligence 
and negotiations with banks. In addition, in light of debt financing will usually incur 
an interest burden on the Group, the Company considers debt financing to be relatively 
uncertain and time-consuming.

For other equity financing except open offer, such as share placement, the Company is 
of the view that it would give rise to an immediate dilution effect on the shareholding of 
the existing Shareholders.

In addition, as Perfect Sky was the controlling Shareholder as at the Latest Practicable 
Date, the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement demonstrates the confidence that Perfect 
Sky places in the Company and its support to the development of the Company’s 
business, which is conducive to enhancing the market image of the Company.

Taking into consideration that (i) the issue of Perfect Sky Convertible Notes will not 
have immediate dilution effect to the shareholding as compared to other equity financing 
exercises; (ii) bank borrowings will incur interest burden to the Group and it is uncertain 
that favourable terms can be obtained in timely manner; and (iii) the entering into of the 
Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement by Perfect Sky demonstrates the confidence that 
the controlling Shareholder places in the Company and its support to the development 
of the Company’s business, we consider the issue of Perfect Sky Convertible Notes to 
be a better financing alternative over other forms of financing as discussed above. As 
such, we are of the view that the issue of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes is fair and 
reasonable and in the interest of the Company and the Independent Shareholders as a 
whole.
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(5) Potential dilution to the shareholding of the other public Shareholders

The table below sets out the shareholding structure of the Company (i) as at the Latest 
Practicable Date; (ii) immediately upon full utilisation of the New General Mandate 
assuming there are no conversion of the Convertible Notes and the TFN Convertible 
Notes; (iii) immediately upon full conversion of the Convertible Notes (inclusion of the 
Perfect Sky Convertible Notes) assuming there are no utilisation of the New General 
Mandate and no conversion of the TFN Convertible Notes; and (iv) immediately upon 
the utilisation of the New General Mandate assuming full conversion of the Convertible 
Notes (inclusion of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes) and the TFN Convertible Notes, 
for illustration purpose only:

    Assuming
    (i) full utilisation
    of the New General
   Assuming (i) full  Mandate; (ii) full
   conversion of the  conversion of the
  Assuming (i) full utilisation  Convertible Notes at  Convertible Notes at
  of the New General  the Adjusted Conversion  the Adjusted Conversion
  Mandate; and (ii) no  Price of HK$0.458;  Price of HK$0.458;
  conversion of the  (ii) no utilisation of  and (iii) full conversion
  Convertible Notes  the New General Mandate;  of the TFN Convertible
Name of  As at the Latest Practicable and the TFN  and (iii) no conversion of the  Notes under the Existing
Shareholder Date Convertible Notes TFN Convertible Notes General Mandate (Note 3)
 Number of  Number of  Number of  Number of
 Shares Approx. % Shares Approx. % Shares Approx. % Shares Approx. %

Perfect Sky 1,264,012,837 60.41% 1,264,012,837 50.34% 1,482,353,448 59.29% 1,482,353,448 46.52%
Next Gen (Note 1) 88,850,549 4.25% 88,850,549 3.54% 88,850,549 3.55% 88,850,549 2.79%
Mr. Chan Chi Yuen 
 (Note 2) 172,500 0.01% 172,500 0.01% 172,500 0.01% 172,500 0.01%

Fubon Financial 99,187,500 4.74% 99,187,500 3.95% 172,156,932 6.89% 172,156,932 5.40%
Kbro Media 99,187,500 4.74% 99,187,500 3.95% 172,156,932 6.89% 172,156,932 5.40%
MOMO.COM — — — — 43,668,122 1.74% 43,668,122 1.37%
        

Subscribers
 (other than 
 Perfect Sky) 198,375,000 9.48% 198,375,000 7.90% 387,981,986 15.52% 387,981,986 12.17%

TFN Media — — — — — — 267,973,164 8.41%
Other public 
 Shareholders 540,977,817 25.85% 540,977,817 21.55% 540,977,817 21.63% 540,977,817 16.98%
Shares to be issued 
 under the New 
 General Mandate — — 418,477,740 16.66% — — 418,477,740 13.12%
        

Total 2,092,388,703 100.00% 2,510,866,443 100.00% 2,500,336,300 100.00% 3,186,787,204 100.00%
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Notes:

1. As at the Latest Practicable Date, Next Gen was wholly and beneficially owned by Yunfeng Fund, 
L.P. of which Mr. Yu Feng (an executive Director) was the founder, chairman and the sole director 
of its general partner.

2. Mr. Chan Chi Yuen was an independent non-executive Director as at the Latest Practicable Date.

3. At the conversion price of HK$0.458 per conversion price (adjusted as a result of the Open Offer) 
and assuming that the TFN Convertible Notes could be fully converted, the maximum number of 
conversion shares to be allotted and issued to TFN Media, as the holder of the TFN Convertible 
Notes, would be 283,842,794 Shares. However, as disclosed in the Company’s announcement dated 
13 May 2015, the Company elects to redeem the principal amount attributable to conversion shares 
under the TFN Convertible Notes in excess of the outstanding number of new Shares issuable under 
the Existing General Mandate, and therefore, having taken into account the maximum number of 
such issuable Shares under the Existing General Mandate and assuming no utilisation of the Existing 
General Mandate (other than that for the allotment and issue of the conversion shares under the 
TFN Convertible Notes), the maximum number of conversion shares that could be allotted and 
issued to TFN Media under the TFN Convertible Notes shall be 267,973,164 Shares, at the adjusted 
conversion price of HK$0.458 per conversion share.

As demonstrated above, the shareholding interests of the existing other public 
Shareholders (i) will be reduced from approximately 25.85% as at the Latest Practicable 
Date to approximately 21.55% immediately upon full utilisation of the New General 
Mandate assuming there are no conversion of the Convertible Notes and the TFN 
Convertible Notes; (ii) will be reduced to approximately 21.63% immediately upon full 
conversion of the Convertible Notes (inclusion of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes) 
assuming there are no utilisation of the New General Mandate and no conversion 
of the TFN Convertible Notes; and (iii) will be reduced to approximately 16.98% 
immediately upon the utilisation of the New General Mandate assuming full conversion 
of the Convertible Notes (inclusion of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes) and the TFN 
Convertible Notes.

Having considered that (i) the entering into of the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement 
is in the interest of the Company and the Independent Shareholders as a whole; (ii) 
the terms of the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement are on normal commercial terms 
and are fair and reasonable; (iii) the proposed use of proceeds from the subscription of 
Convertible Notes (which the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes forms part) will be used 
for the development of the films and TV production projects; and (iv) the shareholding 
interests of all existing public Shareholders will be diluted in proportion to their 
respective shareholdings in the Company, we consider the abovementioned dilution 
effect is acceptable.
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(6) Financial impact of the issue of Perfect Sky Convertible Notes

(i) Net assets

As disclosed in the IR 2015, the net assets value of the Group was approximately 
HK$566.16 million as at 31 January 2015. As advised by the Company, the issue 
of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes will constitute (i) an increase in cash by the 
amount of the net proceeds; (ii) an increase in non-current liabilities (liability 
component); and (iii) an increase in equity reserve (equity component) of the 
Group. It is expected that the issue of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes will not 
have any material impact on the Group’s net asset value.

(ii) Working capital

As disclosed in the IR 2015, the cash and cash equivalents of the Group were 
approximately HK$319.98 million as at 31 January 2015. Immediately upon the 
issue of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes, the Company will raise net proceeds 
of approximately HK$99.6 million and the liability portion of the Perfect 
Sky Convertible Notes will be treated as a non-current liability of the Group. 
Accordingly, the working capital position of the Group will be improved.

(iii) Earnings

As advised by the Company, the liability portion of the Perfect Sky Convertible 
Notes will be carried at amortised cost using the effective interest method in 
subsequent periods. The effective interest expenses of the Perfect Sky Convertible 
Notes will be charged to the consolidated income statement subsequent to 
completion of issue of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes and for the three years 
onward. The effective interest expenses of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes will 
continuously be incurred by the Group until conversion and/or redemption of the 
Perfect Sky Convertible Notes in full.

It should be noted that the abovementioned analyses are for illustrative purpose only and does 
not purport to represent how the financial position of the Company will be upon completion of 
the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement.

RECOMMENDATION

Having taken into consideration of the above principal factors and reasons, we are of the view that 
the terms of the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereunder 
are on normal commercial terms and are fair and reasonable so far as the Independent Shareholders 
are concerned. Although the issue of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes is not in the ordinary and 
usual course of business of the Company, it is in the interests of the Company and the Independent 
Shareholders as a whole. Accordingly, we advise the Independent Board Committee to recommend 
the Independent Shareholders to vote in favour of the ordinary resolution to be proposed at the SGM 
to approve the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereunder.
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II. THE REFRESHMENT OF GENERAL MANDATE

(1) Background to and reasons for the proposed grant of the New General Mandate

Pursuant to an ordinary resolution passed by the Shareholders at the AGM held on 9 
December 2014, the Directors were granted the Existing General Mandate to allot and 
issue up to 267,973,164 Shares, representing 20% of the issued share capital of the 
Company as at the date of the AGM. As at the Latest Practicable Date, no Shares have 
been allotted and issued under the Existing General Mandate.

On 17 April 2015 (after trading hours), the Company proposed to conduct the Open 
Offer on the basis of one (1) Offer Share for every two (2) existing Shares held on the 
Record Date, raising of approximately HK$201.0 million to approximately HK$220.3 
million, before expenses. As at the Latest Practicable Date, the Open Offer has been 
completed and 669,932,910 Offer Shares has been issued pursuant to the Open Offer.

As set out in the Announcement, pursuant to the TFN Subscription Agreement, the 
Company issued the TFN Convertible Notes to TFN Media and it has been intended that 
the Shares to be issued upon exercise of the conversion rights to the TFN Convertible 
Notes would be issued under the Existing General Mandate. As at the Latest Practicable 
Date, the Existing General Mandate which allows the Company to allot and issue up to 
267,973,164 Shares, has been fully utilized.

As at the Latest Practicable Date, the Company has not made any refreshment of the 
Existing General Mandate since the AGM and save for the Existing Convertible Notes 
and the TFN Convertible Notes, there were no other outstanding options, warrants, 
convertible securities or other rights to subscribe for the Shares.

Pursuant to the terms and conditions under the Existing Convertible Notes, the 
conversion period had expired as at the Latest Practicable Date. Accordingly, no further 
new Shares will be allotted and issued to the holders of the Existing Convertible Notes.

Pursuant to the terms and conditions under the TFN Convertible Notes, the conversion 
price thereunder has been adjusted to HK$0.458 as a result of the Open Offer, and 
the maximum number of conversion shares to be allotted and issued to TFN Media, 
as the holder of the TFN Convertible Notes, would be 283,842,794 Shares. However, 
as disclosed in the Company’s announcement dated 13 May 2015, the Company 
elects to redeem the principal amount attributable to conversion shares under the TFN 
Convertible Notes in excess of the outstanding number of new Shares issuable under 
the Existing General Mandate, and therefore, having taken into account the maximum 
number of such issuable Shares under the Existing General Mandate and assuming no 
utilisation of the Existing General Mandate (other than that for the allotment and issue 
of the conversion shares under the TFN Convertible Notes), the maximum number 
of conversion shares that could be allotted and issued to TFN Media under the TFN 
Convertible Notes shall be 267,973,164 Shares, at the adjusted conversion price of 
HK$0.458 per conversion share.
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As at the Latest Practicable Date, there were 2,092,388,703 Shares in issue. Assuming 
no exercise of the conversion rights attaching to the TFN Convertible Notes and no 
further issue of new Shares, from the Latest Practicable Date up to the date of the SGM, 
subject to the passing of the relevant ordinary resolution to approve the Refreshment of 
General Mandate at the SGM, the Directors would be authorised to allot and issue up to 
418,477,740 new Shares under the New General Mandate.

The New General Mandate will expire at the earliest of (a) the conclusion of the next 
annual general meeting of the Company; (b) the date by which the next annual general 
meeting of the Company is required to be held by law or by the Articles; or (c) the 
date upon which such authority is revoked or varied by an ordinary resolution of the 
Shareholders in a general meeting of the Company prior to the next annual general 
meeting of the Company.

As noted from the Board Letter, the Board believes that the Refreshment of General 
Mandate by way of granting the New General Mandate would allow the flexibility for 
the Group to raise funds through equity financing for its future business development 
or investment opportunities. Given that (a) equity financing does not incur any interest 
paying obligations on the Group as compared with bank financing; and (b) equity 
financing through issue of Shares under a general mandate (i) is less costly and time-
consuming than raising funds by way of rights issue or open offer, and (ii) could avoid 
the uncertainties in such circumstances that specific mandate may not be obtained in 
a timely manner, the Board proposes the Refreshment of General Mandate by way 
of granting the New General Mandate is in the interests of the Company and the 
Shareholders as a whole.

As disclosed in the Board Letter, the net proceeds of the Open Offer and the issue of the 
TFN Convertible Notes will be approximately HK$198 million and HK$129.7 million 
respectively.

As at the Latest Practicable Date, the Directors has applied (i) approximately HK$143.1 
million out of the net proceeds from the Open Offer for redemption of the Existing 
Convertible Notes and the remaining proceeds tentatively held as bank deposits; and 
(ii) approximately HK$18.5 million out of the net proceeds from the issue of TFN 
Convertible Notes for the production of films and the remaining proceeds tentatively 
held as bank deposits.
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As noted from the Board Letter, the net proceeds from the issue of the Convertible 
Notes of approximately HK$185.7 million in aggregate will be applied for general 
working capital of the Group, in particular, (i) as to approximately HK$108.2 million 
and HK$37.5 million for funding commitment for two films and a TV programme 
respectively, which represents the production costs in relation to, among other things, 
script development, engagement of artistes, directors, producers, production house and/
or crew, and other unit production expenses for shooting and post-production, and the 
productions of which are expected to commence in the second half of this year; and (ii) 
as to approximately HK$40.0 million for funding commitment in Dragon Tiger Capital 
Partners L.P., an investment fund targeting film and TV projects for the PRC and also 
distribution to the global Chinese language audience.

As advised by the Directors, as at the Latest Practicable Date, the Company has no 
immediate funding need and has sufficient working capital to maintain its current 
business operation and the Company did not have any plan, timetable or intention to 
utilise the New General Mandate by issuing new Shares and/or convertible securities of 
the Company for cash and/or as consideration and/or for any acquisitions. 

However, upon the launching of the Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect programme 
in November 2014, the financial market sentiment in Hong Kong started to become 
positive, with the average daily turnover of the listed companies on the Stock Exchange 
reaching HK$113,423 million for the first four months of 2015, representing a year-
on-year increase of 68% and the average daily turnover for April 2015 reached a 
record single-month high of HK$200,097 million, according to the securities market 
highlights published by the Stock Exchange. At current, market participants are now 
eagerly awaiting a similar share trading link between Shenzhen and Hong Kong, which 
is expected to further boost up the market sentiment and the corporate transactions 
undertaken by the listed companies on the Stock Exchange. Therefore, the Company 
does not rule out any possibility putting forward other appropriate fund raising plans to 
its Shareholders for their consideration if there are attractive investment opportunities in 
the market and the fund raising plans are proved to be favourable to its Shareholders.

In addition, the Directors advised that film and TV programmes production business 
is a cash business which requires a substantial level of cash flow and it is noted that 
with the successful release of its recent films “Helios”, “Triumph in the Skies”, “The 
Man From Macau II (From Vegas to Macau 2)”, “Don’t Go Breaking My Heart II” and 
“Miss Granny (20, Once Again)”, the Group is on a continued drive to increase original 
production of films with Chinese themes and build up a solid distribution pipeline. 

On TV Division, the TV drama “Don’t Go Breaking My Heart” is in the post-production 
stage, the Group is in discussion with leading TV stations, Chinese portals and video 
web sites for related licensing and distribution. In addition, the Group is in the process 
of negotiation with various production companies for new project development. 
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The Directors have advised that there are roughly eight films and eight TV programmes 
which are currently under consideration, and if these films and programmes are decided 
to move forward for production, the capital requirement will be significant. Therefore, 
the Directors consider that the Refreshment of General Mandate can provide great 
flexibility to the Group to capture suitable investment opportunities through the capital 
market and the Directors will from time to time take into consideration the future 
funding needs and the market conditions in determining the appropriate time in using the 
New General Mandate if granted by the Shareholders.

According to the IR 2015, as at 31 January 2015, the Group’s cash and cash equivalents 
decreased to approximately HK$319.98 million (31 July 2014: approximately 
HK$327.00 million) and the Group’s total current liabilities increased to approximately 
HK$402.58 million (31 July 2014: approximately HK$373.16 million).

According to the IR 2015, the PRC entertainment market continues to grow at a robust 
pace and the Group continues to expand its media and entertainment businesses to 
capitalize on this growth. In addition, the Group also remains highly active on the 
live entertainment in Hong Kong and PRC. And at the same time, the Group’s team 
continued output of new hits from top artistes on the music side, with the Group actively 
seeking collaboration with top internet companies for new pay model for digital 
distribution in PRC.

Having considered that (i) the New General Mandate would provide the Group with 
financial flexibility to raise capital expeditiously for its operations and expansion; (ii) 
the New General Mandate would strengthen the capital base and financial position of 
the Company; (iii) the New General Mandate would allow the Company to raise equity 
capital promptly rather than the more costly and time consuming process of applying 
for a specific mandate should the need for capital arise; (iv) the favourable financial 
market sentiment in Hong Kong; and (v) there are several potential films and TV 
programmes under consideration which could exert cash flow pressure to the Group 
in near future even though the Group has sufficient cash level at the meantime, the 
Directors are of the view that the proposed grant of the New General Mandate is in the 
interests of the Company and the Shareholders as a whole and wishes to seek approval 
of the Independent Shareholders at the SGM to grant the New General Mandate to the 
Directors.
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(2) Fund raising activity in the past twelve months

Set out below are the equity fund raising activities of the Company during the past 
twelve months immediately prior to the Latest Practicable Date:

Date of 
announcement Date of completion Fund raising activities Net proceeds

Intended use of net 
proceeds

Actual use of net 
proceeds as at the 
Latest Practicable 
Date

17 April 2015 13 May 2015 Issue of the TFN 
Convertible Notes 
to TFN Media in the 
principal amount of 
HK$130,000,000

Approximately 
HK$129.7 
million

Production of 
films and TV 
programmes

Approximately 
HK$18.5 million 
used for the 
production of films; 
and the remaining 
balance was yet 
to be utilised and 
tentatively held as 
bank deposits

17 April 2015 2 June 2015 The Open Offer on the 
basis of one Offer 
Shares for every two 
existing Shares on the 
Record Date

Approximately 
HK$198.0 
million

Approximately 
HK$143.1 million 
for redemption 
of the Existing 
Convertible Notes 
and approximately 
HK$54.9 million 
for general 
working capital of 
the Group

Approximately 
HK$143.1 million 
used for redemption 
of the Existing 
Convertible Notes; 
and the remaining 
balance was yet 
to be utilised and 
tentatively held as 
bank deposits

Save as and except for the above, the Directors confirmed that the Company had not 
conducted any other equity fund raising activities in the past twelve months immediately 
prior to the Latest Practicable Date.
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(3) Other financing alternatives

Despite the fact that the Company has been conducting fund raising exercises i.e. the 
entering of the Subscription Agreements and the TFN Subscription Agreement, the Open 
Offer and have raised certain amount of funding, however advised by the Directors, 
film and TV programmes production business is a cash business which requires a 
substantial level of cash flow and the Company does not rule out any possibility that 
there will be other attractive investment opportunities in the market arise which require 
immediate financial needs to the Company in future. The Directors confirmed to us that 
apart from equity financing, the Directors would also consider other financing methods 
such as debt financing, rights issue, open offer or internal cash resources to meet the 
financial requirements of the Group, if appropriate, after taking into consideration the 
then financial position, capital structure and cost of funding of the Group as well as the 
prevailing market condition. However, debt financing may be subject to lengthy due 
diligence and negotiations as compared to the equity financing available to the Directors 
if the refreshment of Existing General Mandate is granted. Furthermore, the Open Offer 
has just completed and raising fund by undertaking another rights issue or open offer in 
a short period of time could be difficult for the Company to procure underwriter(s) or 
could involve additional underwriting fee and also involve substantial time to complete 
which is less favourable to the Company and the Shareholders as compared to equity 
financing through issuance of new shares under general mandate.

Having considered that (i) debt financing such as bank financing would incur interest 
burden to the Group and adversely affect the financial position of the Group as compared 
to equity financing; (ii) conducting another equity fund raising through i.e. rights issue 
and open offer within short period of time could be hard for the Company to procure 
underwriter(s) with favourable terms and require relatively longer time to complete; 
(iii) the Refreshment of General Mandate will provide the Company with an additional 
financing alternative to capture any capital raising or prospective investment as and 
when it arises; and (iv) it is reasonable for the Company to maintain its flexibility in the 
selection of the best financing method for its future business development, we are of 
the view that the refreshment of the Existing General Mandate is in the interests of the 
Company and the Shareholders as a whole.
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(4) Potential dilution to the shareholding of the public Shareholders

Set out below is a table showing the shareholding structure of the Company (i) as at 
the Latest Practicable Date; and (ii) for illustrative purpose, assuming full utilization 
of the New General Mandate but no conversion of the TFN Convertible Notes; and 
(iii) for illustrative purpose, assuming full utilization of the New General Mandate, full 
conversion of the Convertible Notes at Adjusted Conversion Price of HK$0.458 and full 
conversion of the TFN Convertible Notes under the Existing General Mandate.

    Assuming
    (i) full utilisation
    of the New General
     Mandate; (ii) full
     conversion of the
      Convertible Notes at
      the Adjusted Conversion
     Price of HK$0.458;
      and (iii) full conversion
  Immediately upon of the TFN Convertible
 As at the Latest  full utilisation of Notes under the Existing
 Practicable Date New General Mandate General Mandate (Note 3)
 Number of Approx. Number of Approx.  Number of Approx. 
 Shares % Shares % Shares %

Perfect Sky  1,264,012,837 60.41% 1,264,012,837 50.34% 1,482,353,448 46.52%
Next Gen (note 1) 88,850,549 4.25% 88,850,549 3.54% 88,850,549 2.79%
Mr. Chan Chi Yuen (note 2) 172,500 0.01% 172,500 0.01% 172,500 0.01%

Fubon Financial 99,187,500 4.74% 99,187,500 3.95% 172,156,932 5.40%
Kbro Media 99,187,500 4.74% 99,187,500 3.95% 172,156,932 5.40%
MOMO.COM — — — — 43,668,122 1.37%
      

Subscribers
 (other than Perfect Sky) 198,375,000 9.48% 198,375,000 7.90% 387,981,986 12.17%

TFN Media — — — — 267,973,164 8.41%
Other public Shareholders 540,977,817 25.85% 540,977,817 21.55% 540,977,817 16.98%
Shares to be issued 
 under the New 
 General Mandate — — 418,477,740 16.66% 418,477,740 13.12%
      

Total 2,092,388,703 100.00% 2,510,866,443 100.00% 3,186,787,204 100.00%
      

Notes:

1. Next Gen is wholly and beneficially owned by Yunfeng Fund, L.P. of which Mr. Yu Feng (an 
executive Director) is the founder, chairman and the sole director of its general partner.

2. Mr. Chan Chi Yuen was an independent non-executive Director as at the Latest Practicable Date.
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3. At the conversion price of HK$0.458 per conversion price (adjusted as a result of the Open Offer) 
and assuming that the TFN Convertible Notes could be fully converted, the maximum number of 
conversion shares to be allotted and issued to TFN Media, as the holder of the TFN Convertible 
Notes, would be 283,842,794 Shares. However, as disclosed in the Company’s announcement dated 
13 May 2015, the Company elects to redeem the principal amount attributable to conversion shares 
under the TFN Convertible Notes in excess of the outstanding number of new Shares issuable under 
the Existing General Mandate, and therefore, having taken into account the maximum number of 
such issuable Shares under the Existing General Mandate and assuming no utilisation of the Existing 
General Mandate (other than that for the allotment and issue of the conversion shares under the 
TFN Convertible Notes), the maximum number of conversion shares that could be allotted and 
issued to TFN Media under the TFN Convertible Notes shall be 267,973,164 Shares, at the adjusted 
conversion price of HK$0.458 per conversion share.

Scenario 1: Assuming full utilization of the New General Mandate

As illustrated in the table above, upon full utilization of the New General 
Mandate, 418,477,740 Shares will be issued. Assuming no other Shares will 
be issued and/or repurchased by the Company between the Latest Practicable 
Date and the date of the SGM, the aggregate shareholding of the other public 
Shareholders will decrease from approximately 25.85% to approximately 21.55% 
upon full utilisation of the New General Mandate.

Scenario 2: Assuming full utilization of the New General Mandate, full conversion 
of the Convertible Notes at Adjusted Conversion Price of HK$0.458 and 
full conversion of the TFN Convertible Notes under the Existing General 
Mandate

As illustrated in the table above, assuming full utilisation of the New General 
Mandate and full conversion of the Convertible Notes (inclusion of the Perfect 
Sky Convertible Notes) at the Adjusted Conversion Price of HK$0.458 and 
the TFN Convertible Notes under the Existing General Mandate, the aggregate 
shareholding of the other public Shareholders will decrease from approximately 
25.85% from the Latest Practicable Date to approximately 16.98%.

Taken into account that the New General Mandate will (i) provide alternative 
means for the Company to raise capital; (ii) allow the Directors to issue new 
Shares when necessary, providing the Company with extra financial flexibility 
to raise further capital should suitable investment opportunities arise and/
or improving the liquidity position of the Group; and (iii) the fact that the 
shareholding of the Shareholders will be diluted in proportion to their respective 
shareholdings upon any utilisation of the New General Mandate, we consider 
such potential dilution to shareholdings of the Independent Shareholders to be 
justifiable.
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RECOMMENDATION

Having taken into consideration of the above principal factors and reasons, we are of the view that 
the Refreshment of General Mandate is fair and reasonable so far as the Independent Shareholders 
are concerned and is in the interests of the Company and the Shareholders as a whole. Accordingly, 
we advise the Independent Board Committee to recommend the Independent Shareholders to vote in 
favour of the ordinary resolution to be proposed at the SGM to approve the Refreshment of General 
Mandate.

 Yours faithfully,
 For and on behalf of
 Veda Capital Limited

 Julisa Fong
 Managing Director

Note: Ms. Julisa Fong is a licensed person under the SFO to engage in Type 6 (advising on corporate finance) regulated 
activity and has over 18 years of experience in investment banking and corporate finance.
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1. RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT

This circular, for which the Directors collectively and individually accept full responsibility, 
includes particulars given in compliance with the GEM Listing Rules for the purpose of giving 
information with regards to the Group. The Directors, having made all reasonable enquiries, 
confirm that to the best of their knowledge and belief the information contained in this circular 
is accurate and complete in all material respects and not misleading or deceptive, and there 
are no other matters the omission of which would make any statement herein or this circular 
misleading.

2. DIRECTORS’ AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S INTERESTS AND SHORT POSITIONS 
IN SHARES, UNDERLYING SHARES AND DEBENTURES

As at Latest Practicable Date, the interests and short positions of the Directors and chief 
executive of the Company in the shares, underlying shares and debentures of the Company 
or any of its associated corporation (within the meaning of Part XV of the SFO) which are 
required to be notified to the Company and the Stock Exchange pursuant to Divisions 7 and 8 
of Part XV of the SFO (including interests or short positions which he is taken or deemed to 
have under such provisions of the SFO); or are required, pursuant to section 352 of the SFO, 
to be entered in the register referred to therein; or are required, pursuant to rules 5.46 to 5.67 
of the GEM Listing Rules relating to securities transactions by Directors to be notified to the 
Company and the Stock Exchange, were as follows:

(1) Interests in the Company

 Long positions in the Shares and underlying Shares
 

   Number of
   underlying 
 Number of Shares  Shares  Approximate 
  

 Corporate  Personal  Corporate   percentage of 
Name of Directors interests interests interests Total issued Shares
     (Note 1)

Dr. Lam Kin Ngok, Peter 1,264,012,837 — 310,321,938 1,574,334,775 75.24%
 (“Dr. Lam”)   (Note 2) (Note 3)

Mr. Yu Feng (“Mr. Yu”) 88,850,549 — 66,163,006 155,013,555 7.41%
   (Note 4(a)) (Note 4(b))

Mr. Chan Chi Yuen — 172,500 — 172,500 0.01%
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(2) Interests in Associated Corporations

(a) eSun

 Long positions in eSun shares and underlying shares of HK$0.50 each
 

 Number of shares  Share options  Approximate 
  

 Corporate Personal  Personal  percentage of 
Name of Directors interests interests interests Total issued shares

Dr. Lam  521,204,186 2,794,443 1,243,212 525,241,841 42.25%
 (Note 5)  (Note 6)

Mr. Lui Siu Tsuen,  — — 3,729,636 3,729,636 0.30%
 Richard (“Mr. Lui”)   (Note 7)

Mr. Chan Chi Kwong — — 1,500,000 1,500,000 0.12%
 (“Mr. Chan”)   (Note 8)

(b) Lai Fung Holdings Limited (“Lai Fung”)

 Long positions in Lai Fung shares and underlying shares of HK$0.10 each
 

 Number of shares  Share options  Approximate 
  

 Corporate Personal  Personal   percentage of 
Name of Director interests interests interests Total issued shares

Dr. Lam  8,274,270,422 — 16,095,912 8,290,366,334 51.40%
 (Note 9)  (Note 10)

Notes:

(1) The number of issued Shares as at the Latest Practicable Date (i.e. 2,092,388,703 Shares) has been 
used for the calculation of the approximate percentage.

(2) The underlying Shares comprised (i) the conversion shares issuable under the Existing Convertible 
Notes held by Perfect Sky based on the conversion price of HK$0.482 per conversion share 
thereunder (adjusted as a result of the Open Offer); and (ii) the Conversion Shares to be allotted and 
issued upon conversion of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes at the Adjusted Conversion Price.

(3) (a) By virtue of the interest of Dr. Lam in his controlled corporations described in paragraph 
(b) immediately below, Dr. Lam was deemed to be interested in the Shares and underlying 
Shares owned indirectly by eSun as shown in the section headed “Interests and Short 
Positions of Substantial Shareholders” below pursuant to Part XV of the SFO.
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(b) eSun is the Company’s ultimate holding company. As at the Latest Practicable Date, eSun 
was indirectly owned as to approximately 41.92% by Lai Sun Development Company 
Limited (“LSD”). LSD was approximately 51.88% directly and indirectly owned by Lai Sun 
Garment (International) Limited (“LSG”). LSG was approximately 12.62% (excluding share 
option) owned by Dr. Lam and approximately 29.74% owned by Wisdoman Limited, which 
was in turn 100% beneficially owned by Dr. Lam.

(4) (a) The underlying Shares comprised the conversion shares issuable under the Existing Convertible 
Notes held by Next Gen based on the conversion price of HK$0.482 per conversion share 
thereunder (adjusted as a result of the Open Offer).

(b) Next Gen is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Yunfeng Fund, L.P., of which Mr. Yu is the founder 
and chairman. Mr. Yu is also the sole director of the general partner of Yunfeng Fund L.P.. 
Therefore, Mr. Yu was deemed to be interested in the Shares and underlying Shares owned 
by Next Gen as shown in the section headed “Interests and Short Positions of Substantial 
Shareholders” below pursuant to Part XV of the SFO.

(5) By virtue of his deemed controlling shareholding interests in LSD as described in Note (3)(b) above,  
Dr. Lam was deemed to be interested in such eSun shares owned indirectly by LSD.

(6) On 18 January 2013, Dr. Lam was granted an option by eSun to subscribe for 1,243,212 eSun shares 
at a subscription price of HK$1.612 per share between 18 January 2013 and 17 January 2023.

(7) On 18 January 2013, Mr. Lui was granted an option by eSun to subscribe for 3,729,636 eSun shares 
at a subscription price of HK$1.612 per share between 18 January 2013 and 17 January 2023.

(8) On 18 January 2013, Mr. Chan was granted an option by eSun to subscribe for 1,500,000 eSun 
shares at a subscription price of HK$1.612 per share between 18 January 2013 and 17 January 2023.

(9) By virtue of Dr. Lam’s deemed controlling shareholding interests in eSun as described in Note (3)(b) 
above, he was deemed to be interested in such Lai Fung shares owned indirectly by eSun.

(10) On 18 January 2013, Dr. Lam was granted an option by Lai Fung to subscribe for 16,095,912 Lai Fung 
shares at a subscription price of HK$0.228 per share between 18 January 2013 and 17 January 2023.

Save as disclosed above, as at the Latest Practicable Date, none of the Directors or chief 
executive of the Company had any interests or short positions in the shares, underlying shares 
and debentures of the Company or any of its associated corporations (within the meaning 
of Part XV of the SFO) which are required to be notified to the Company and the Stock 
Exchange pursuant to Divisions 7 and 8 of Part XV of the SFO (including interests or short 
positions which he is taken or deemed to have under such provisions of the SFO); or are 
required, pursuant to section 352 of the SFO, to be entered in the register referred to therein; 
or are required, pursuant to rules 5.46 to 5.67 of the GEM Listing Rules relating to securities 
transactions by Directors to be notified to the Company and the Stock Exchange.
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3. INTERESTS AND SHORT POSITIONS OF SUBSTANTIAL SHAREHOLDERS

So far as is known to the Directors, as at the Latest Practicable Date, the interests and short 
positions of the persons, other than the Directors and chief executive of the Company, in 
the Shares or underlying Shares which would fall to be disclosed to the Company under 
the provisions of Divisions 2 and 3 of Part XV of the SFO, or, who is expected, directly or 
indirectly, to be interested in 10% or more of the issued voting shares of any other member 
of the Group, or any other substantial Shareholders whose interests or short positions were 
recorded in the register required to be kept by the Company under Section 336 of the SFO, 
were as follows:

Long position in the Shares

     Approximate 
   Number of   percentage 
 Capacity in which  Number of  underlying   of issued 
Name of shareholders interests are held Shares Shares Total Shares
     (Note 1)

LSG Interest of controlled corporations 1,264,012,837 310,321,938 1,574,334,775 75.24%
    (Note 2)

LSD Interest of controlled corporations 1,264,012,837 310,321,938 1,574,334,775 75.24%
    (Note 2)

eSun Interest of controlled corporation 1,264,012,837 310,321,938 1,574,334,775 75.24%
    (Note 2)

Taiwan Mobile Co., Ltd. Interest of Controlled Corporations — 311,641,286 311,641,286 14.89%
 (“TMC”)   (Note 3(a)) (Note 3(c))

Wealth Media Technology  Interest of Controlled Corporations — 311,641,286 311,641,286 14.89%
 Co., Ltd. (“WMT”)   (Note 3(a)) (Note 3(c))

TFN Media Beneficial Owner — 267,973,164 267,973,164 12.81%
   (Note 3(b))

Fubon Financial Holding  Interest of controlled corporation 99,187,500 142,305,531 241,493,031 11.54%
 Co., Ltd. (“FFHCL”)   (Note 4(a)) (Note 4(b))

Fubon Financial  Beneficial owner 99,187,500 142,305,531 241,493,031 11.54%
   (Note 4(a))

Ming Tone Co., Ltd. Interest of controlled corporations 99,187,500 142,305,531 241,493,031 11.54%
 (“Ming Tone”)   (Note 5(a)) (Note 5(b))

Wealth Media Co., Ltd. Interest of controlled  corporations 99,187,500 142,305,531 241,493,031 11.54%
 (“Wealth Media”)   (Note 5(a)) (Note 5(b))
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     Approximate 
   Number of   percentage 
 Capacity in which  Number of  underlying   of issued 
Name of shareholders interests are held Shares Shares Total Shares
     (Note 1)

Cheng Ting Co., Ltd. Interest of controlled corporations 99,187,500 142,305,531 241,493,031 11.54%
 (“Cheng Ting”)   (Note 5(a)) (Note 5(b))

Cheng Hao Co., Ltd. Interest of controlled corporations 99,187,500 142,305,531 241,493,031 11.54%
 (“Cheng Hao”)   (Note 5(a)) (Note 5(b))

Kbro Co., Ltd. Interest of controlled corporation 99,187,500 142,305,531 241,493,031 11.54%
 (“Kbro Co”)   (Note 5(a)) (Note 5(b))

Kbro Media Beneficial owner 99,187,500 142,305,531 241,493,031 11.54%
   (Note 5(a))

Yunfeng Fund, L.P. Interest of controlled corporation 88,850,549 66,163,006 155,013,555 7.41%
   (Note 6(a)) (Note 6(b))

Next Gen  Beneficial owner 88,850,549 66,163,006 155,013,555 7.41%
   (Note 6(a))

Notes:

(1) The number of issued Shares as at the Latest Practicable Date (that is, 2,092,388,703 Shares) has been used 
for the calculation of the approximate percentage.

(2) LSG, LSD and eSun were deemed to be interested in the same 1,574,334,775 Shares and underlying Shares 
held indirectly by eSun. Please refer to Notes (2) and  (3) as shown in the section headed “Directors’ and 
Chief Executive’s Interests and Short Positions in Shares, Underlying Shares and Debentures” above for 
further details.

(3) (a) The underlying Shares comprised the conversion shares to be allotted and issued upon conversion 
of the TFN Convertible Notes at the conversion price of HK$0.458 per conversion share thereunder 
(adjusted as a result of the Open Offer) and having taken into account the number of issuable Shares 
under the Existing General Mandate and the MOMO Convertible Notes at the Adjusted Conversion 
Price, which is also HK$0.458 per Conversion Share thereunder.

(b) The underlying Shares comprised the conversion shares to be allotted and issued upon conversion 
of the TFN Convertible Notes at the conversion price of HK$0.458 per conversion share thereunder 
(adjusted as a result of the Open Offer) and having taken into account the number of issuable Shares 
under the Existing General Mandate.
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(c) TFN Media and MOMO.COM (interested in 43,668,122 underlying Shares as at the Latest 
Practicable Date) were owned as to approximately 100% and 44.38% by WMT. WMT was 
wholly owned by TMC. Therefore, WMT and TMC were deemed to be interested in 311,641,286 
underlying Shares owned by TFN Media and MOMO.COM pursuant to Part XV of the SFO.

(4) (a) The underlying Shares comprised (i) the conversion shares issuable under the Existing Convertible 
Notes held by Fubon Financial based on the conversion price of HK$0.482 per conversion share 
thereunder (adjusted as a result of the Open Offer); and (ii) the Conversion Shares to be allotted and 
issued upon the conversion of the Fubon Convertible Notes at the Adjusted Conversion Price.

(b) Fubon Financial was a subsidiary of FFHCL. FFHCL was, therefore, deemed to be interested in the 
same 241,493,031 Shares and underlying Shares owned by Fubon Financial pursuant to Part XV of 
the SFO.

(5) (a) The underlying Shares comprised (i) the conversion shares issuable under the Existing Convertible 
Notes held by Kbro Media based on the conversion price of HK$0.482 per conversion share 
thereunder (adjusted as a result of the Open Offer); and (ii) the Conversion Shares to be allotted and 
issued upon conversion of the Kbro Convertible Notes at the Adjusted Conversion Price.

(b) Kbro Media was owned as to approximately 53% by Kbro Co. Kbro Co was wholly owned by 
Cheng Hao and Cheng Hao was wholly owned by Cheng Ting. Cheng Ting was approximately 
80% owned by Wealth Media, which was in turn 35.7% owned by Ming Tone. Therefore, Kbro Co, 
Cheng Hao, Cheng Ting, Wealth Media and Ming Tone were deemed to be interested in the same 
241,493,031 Shares and underlying Shares owned by Kbro Media pursuant to Part XV of the SFO.

(6) (a) The underlying Shares comprised the conversion shares issuable under the Existing Convertible 
Notes held by Next Gen based on the conversion price of HK$0.482 per conversion share thereunder 
(adjusted as a result of the Open Offer).

(b) Next Gen was wholly and beneficially owned by Yunfeng Fund, L.P., which was, therefore, deemed 
to be interested in the same 155,013,553 Shares and underlying Shares owned by Next Gen pursuant 
to Part XV of the SFO.
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Interests in other member of the Group

Name of member  Approximate
of the Group in which  percentage of 
interest held Name of shareholder shareholding

China Film Media Asia Audio 中影音像出版發行 30%
 Video Distribution Co., Ltd.  有限責任公司

Dragon Tiger Capital Partners Dragon Tiger Strategic Cultural 45%
 Limited  Investment Fund I, LLC

Media Asia TV Program Leung Ka Shi 30%
 Production Limited

Save as disclosed above, as at the Latest Practicable Date, none of the Directors was aware 
of any person (other than the Directors or chief executive of the Company) had any interest 
or short position in the Shares and underlying Shares which would fall to be disclosed to 
the Company under the provisions of Divisions 2 and 3 of Part XV of the SFO, or, who is 
expected, directly or indirectly, to be interested in 10% or more of the issued voting shares of 
any other member of the Group, or any other substantial Shareholders whose interests or short 
positions were recorded in the register required to be kept by the Company under Section 336 
of the SFO.

4. DIRECTORS’ SERVICE CONTRACTS

As at the Latest Practicable Date, none of the Directors had any existing or proposed service 
contract with any member of the Group, which is not determinable by the relevant employing 
member of the Group within one year without payment of compensation (other than statutory 
compensation).

5. DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS IN COMPETING BUSINESS

As at the Latest Practicable Date, eSun and the following Directors (together, “Interested 
Directors”) were considered to have interests in the businesses which compete or may 
compete with the businesses of the Group pursuant to the GEM Listing Rules.

Four executive Directors, namely, Dr. Lam, Mr. Lui, Mr. Chan and Mr. Yip Chai Tuck, held 
shareholding interests and/or other interests and/or directorships in companies/entities in the 
group of eSun (for the purpose of this paragraph, excluding the Group) which engage in the 
businesses including development, operation of and investment in media, entertainment, music 
production and distribution, the investment in and production and distribution of TV programs, 
film and video format products, cinema operation and the provision of advertising agency 
services. Mr. Yu, an executive Director, held shareholding interests and/or directorship in 
companies engaged in entertainment business in the PRC.
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However, the Board is independent from the boards of directors/governing committees of the 
aforesaid companies/entities and none of the Interested Directors can personally control the 
Board. Further, each of the Interested Directors is fully aware of, and has been discharging, 
his fiduciary duty to the Company and has acted and will continue to act in the best interest of 
the Company and the Shareholders as a whole. Therefore, the Group is capable of carrying on 
its businesses independently of, and at arm’s length from, the businesses of such companies/
entities.

Save as disclosed above, none of the Directors, the controlling Shareholder and their respective 
close associates competes or may compete with the business of the Group and has or may have 
any other conflict of interest with the Group.

6. OTHER INTERESTS OF THE DIRECTORS

As at the Latest Practicable Date,

(a) none of the Directors had any interest, either direct or indirect, in any assets which 
had been acquired or disposed of by or leased to any member of the Group, or were 
proposed to be acquired or disposed of by or leased to any member of the Group since 
31 July 2014 (being the date to which the latest published audited consolidated financial 
statements of the Group were made up); and

(b) none of the Directors was materially interested in any contract or arrangement entered 
into by any member of the Group which was subsisting as at the Latest Practicable Date 
and was significant in relation to the business of the Group.

7. EXPERT’S QUALIFICATION AND CONSENT

The following is the qualification of the expert who has given its opinions or advice which are 
included in this circular:

Name  Qualifications

Veda Capital a corporation licensed to carry out Type 6 (advising on 
corporate finance) regulated activities under the SFO which 
is the independent financial adviser to the Independent Board 
Committee

As at the Latest Practicable Date, Veda Capital did not have any shareholding, directly or 
indirectly, in any member of the Group or any right (whether legally enforceable or not) to 
subscribe for or to nominate persons to subscribe for securities in any member of the Group.
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As at the Latest Practicable Date, Veda Capital did not have any interests, either direct or 
indirect, in any assets which had been acquired or disposed of by or leased to or were proposed 
to be acquired or disposed of by, or leased to any member of the Group since 31 July 2014, 
being the date to which the latest published audited consolidated financial statements of the 
Group were made up.

Veda Capital has given and has not withdrawn its written consent to the issue of this circular, 
with the inclusion herein of its letter and report and references to its name in the form and 
context in which it appears.

8. MATERIAL ADVERSE CHANGE

The Directors were not aware of any material adverse change in the financial position or 
trading position of the Group since 31 July 2014, being the date to which the latest published 
audited financial statements of the Group were made up, and up to the Latest Practicable Date.

9. MISCELLANEOUS

The independent non-executive Directors, who are members of the Independent Board 
Committee, and Dr. Lam, the ultimate controlling shareholder of eSun and Perfect Sky, 
had abstained from voting in the relevant Board resolutions for approving the Perfect Sky 
Subscription Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereunder, and not counted as 
quorum.

In the event of inconsistency, the English text of this circular shall prevail over the Chinese 
text.

10. DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTION

Copies of the following documents will be made available for inspection during normal 
business hours from 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on any weekday except public holidays at the 
principal place of business of the Company in Hong Kong at 11th Floor, Lai Sun Commercial 
Centre, 680 Cheung Sha Wan Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong from the date of this circular up to 
and including the date of the SGM:

(a) the Subscription Agreements; and

(b) this circular.
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Media Asia Group Holdings Limited
(Incorporated in the Cayman Islands and continued in Bermuda with limited liability)

(Stock Code: 8075)

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a special general meeting of the members of MEDIA ASIA 
GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED (the “Company”) will be held at Kellett Room IV, 3rd Floor, The 
Excelsior, Hong Kong, 281 Gloucester Road, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong, on Friday, 26 June 2015 
at 10:00 a.m. (the “SGM”) for the purpose of considering and if thought fit, passing, with or without 
amendment, the following resolutions as ordinary resolutions of the Company:

ORDINARY RESOLUTIONS

1. “THAT

(a) the subscription agreement dated 17 April 2015, including the proposed convertible 
notes (the “Fubon Convertible Notes”) annexed thereto (the “Fubon Subscription 
Agreement”, a copy of which has been produced to the meeting marked “A” and signed 
by the chairman of the meeting for the purpose of identification) entered into between 
the Company as the issuer and Fubon Financial Holding Venture Capital Corp. (“Fubon 
Financial”) as the subscriber, pursuant to which the Company has conditionally 
agreed to issue the Fubon Convertible Notes in an aggregate principal amount of 
HK$33,420,000 to Fubon Financial upon and subject to the terms and conditions as set 
out therein and the transactions contemplated thereunder be and are hereby approved, 
confirmed and ratified;

(b) the issue of the Fubon Convertible Notes in accordance with the terms and conditions of 
the Fubon Subscription Agreement be and is hereby approved;

(c) the allotment and issue of new Shares (as defined below) in the Company which may 
fall to be allotted and issued upon the exercise of the conversion rights attaching to 
the Fubon Convertible Notes in accordance with the terms and conditions therein (the 
“Fubon Conversion Shares”) be and is hereby approved;

(d) conditional upon, among others, the listing committee of the Growth Enterprise Market 
(“GEM”) of The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (the “Stock Exchange”) 
granting the listing of, and permission to deal in, the Fubon Conversion Shares, the 
specific mandate to the directors of the Company (the “Director(s)”) to exercise the 
powers of the Company for the allotment and issue of the Fubon Conversion Shares (the 
“Fubon Specific Mandate”) be and is hereby approved and for the avoidance of doubt, 
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the Fubon Specific Mandate is given in addition and without prejudice to and will not 
revoke any other general and/or specific mandate which has/have been granted to the 
Directors prior to the passing of this resolution;

(e) any one Director be and is hereby authorised to do all such things and acts as he/she may 
in his/her discretion consider necessary, desirable or expedient, for the purposes of or 
in connection with the implementation of the Fubon Subscription Agreement and the 
transactions contemplated thereunder, including but not limited to the execution of all 
such documents under seal where applicable, as he/she considers necessary or expedient 
in his/her opinion to implement and/or give effect to the issue of the Fubon Convertible 
Notes and the allotment and issue of the Fubon Conversion Shares which may fall to 
be allotted and issued upon exercise of the conversion rights attaching to the Fubon 
Convertible Notes.”

2. “THAT

(a) the subscription agreement dated 17 April 2015, including the proposed convertible 
notes (the “Kbro Convertible Notes”) annexed thereto (the “Kbro Subscription 
Agreement”, a copy of which has been produced to the meeting marked “B” and signed 
by the chairman of the meeting for the purpose of identification) entered into between 
the Company as the issuer and Kbro Media Co., Ltd. (“Kbro Media”) as the subscriber, 
pursuant to which the Company has conditionally agreed to issue the Kbro Convertible 
Notes in an aggregate principal amount of HK$33,420,000 to Kbro Media upon and 
subject to the terms and conditions as set out therein and the transactions contemplated 
thereunder be and are hereby approved, confirmed and ratified;

(b) the issue of the Kbro Convertible Notes in accordance with the terms and conditions of 
the Kbro Subscription Agreement be and is hereby approved;

(c) the allotment and issue of new Shares (as defined below) in the Company which may 
fall to be allotted and issued upon the exercise of the conversion rights attaching to the 
Kbro Convertible Notes in accordance with the terms and conditions therein (the “Kbro 
Conversion Shares”) be and is hereby approved;

(d) conditional upon, among others, the listing committee of the GEM of the Stock 
Exchange granting the listing of, and permission to deal in, the Kbro Conversion Shares, 
the specific mandate to the Directors to exercise the powers of the Company for the 
allotment and issue of the Kbro Conversion Shares (the “Kbro Specific Mandate”) be 
and is hereby approved and for the avoidance of doubt, the Kbro Specific Mandate is 
given in addition and without prejudice to and will not revoke any other general and/
or specific mandate which has/have been granted to the Directors prior to the passing of 
this resolution;
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(e) any one Director be and is hereby authorised to do all such things and acts as he/she 
may in his/her discretion consider necessary, desirable or expedient, for the purposes of 
or in connection with the implementation of the Kbro Subscription Agreement and the 
transactions contemplated thereunder, including but not limited to the execution of all 
such documents under seal where applicable, as he/she considers necessary or expedient 
in his/her opinion to implement and/or give effect to the issue of the Kbro Convertible 
Notes and the allotment and issue of the Kbro Conversion Shares which may fall to 
be allotted and issued upon exercise of the conversion rights attaching to the Kbro 
Convertible Notes.”

3. “THAT

(a) the subscription agreement dated 17 April 2015, including the proposed convertible 
notes (the “MOMO Convertible Notes”) annexed thereto (the “MOMO Subscription 
Agreement”, a copy of which has been produced to the meeting marked “C” and 
signed by the chairman of the meeting for the purpose of identification) entered into 
between the Company as the issuer and MOMO.COM Inc. (“MOMO.COM”) as 
the subscriber, pursuant to which the Company has conditionally agreed to issue the 
MOMO Convertible Notes in an aggregate principal amount of HK$20,000,000 to  
MOMO.COM upon and subject to the terms and conditions as set out therein and the 
transactions contemplated thereunder be and are hereby approved, confirmed and ratified;

(b) the issue of the MOMO Convertible Notes in accordance with the terms and conditions 
of the MOMO Subscription Agreement be and is hereby approved;

(c) the allotment and issue of new Shares (as defined below) in the Company which may 
fall to be allotted and issued upon the exercise of the conversion rights attaching to the 
MOMO Convertible Notes in accordance with the terms and conditions therein (the 
“MOMO Conversion Shares”) be and is hereby approved;

(d) conditional upon, among others, the listing committee of the GEM of the Stock 
Exchange granting the listing of, and permission to deal in, the MOMO Conversion 
Shares, the specific mandate to the Directors to exercise the powers of the Company 
for the allotment and issue of the MOMO Conversion Shares (the “MOMO Specific 
Mandate”) be and is hereby approved and for the avoidance of doubt, the MOMO 
Specific Mandate is given in addition and without prejudice to and will not revoke any 
other general and/or specific mandate which has/have been granted to the Directors prior 
to the passing of this resolution;
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(e) any one Director be and is hereby authorised to do all such things and acts as he/she may 
in his/her discretion consider necessary, desirable or expedient, for the purposes of or 
in connection with the implementation of the MOMO Subscription Agreement and the 
transactions contemplated thereunder, including but not limited to the execution of all 
such documents under seal where applicable, as he/she considers necessary or expedient 
in his/her opinion to implement and/or give effect to the issue of the MOMO Convertible 
Notes and the allotment and issue of the MOMO Conversion Shares which may fall to 
be allotted and issued upon exercise of the conversion rights attaching to the MOMO 
Convertible Notes.”

4. “THAT

(a) the subscription agreement dated 17 April 2015, including the proposed convertible 
notes (the “Perfect Sky Convertible Notes”) annexed thereto (the “Perfect Sky 
Subscription Agreement”, a copy of which has been produced to the meeting marked 
“D” and signed by the chairman of the meeting for the purpose of identification) 
entered into between the Company as the issuer and Perfect Sky Holdings Limited 
(“Perfect Sky”) as the subscriber, pursuant to which the Company has conditionally 
agreed to issue the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes in an aggregate principal amount of 
HK$100,000,000 to Perfect Sky upon and subject to the terms and conditions as set 
out therein and the transactions contemplated thereunder be and are hereby approved, 
confirmed and ratified;

(b) the issue of the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes in accordance with the terms and 
conditions of the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement be and is hereby approved;

(c) the allotment and issue of new Shares (as defined below) in the Company which may 
fall to be allotted and issued upon the exercise of the conversion rights attaching to the 
Perfect Sky Convertible Notes in accordance with the terms and conditions therein (the 
“Perfect Sky Conversion Shares”) be and is hereby approved;

(d) conditional upon, among others, the listing committee of the GEM of the Stock 
Exchange granting the listing of, and permission to deal in, the Perfect Sky Conversion 
Shares, the specific mandate to the Directors to exercise the powers of the Company for 
the allotment and issue of the Perfect Sky Conversion Shares (the “Perfect Sky Specific 
Mandate”) be and is hereby approved and for the avoidance of doubt, the Perfect Sky 
Specific Mandate is given in addition and without prejudice to and will not revoke any 
other general and/or specific mandate which has/have been granted to the Directors prior 
to the passing of this resolution;
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(e) any one Director be and is hereby authorised to do all such things and acts as he/she may 
in his/her discretion consider necessary, desirable or expedient, for the purposes of or 
in connection with the implementation of the Perfect Sky Subscription Agreement and 
the transactions contemplated thereunder, including but not limited to the execution 
of all such documents under seal where applicable, as he/she considers necessary or 
expedient in his/her opinion to implement and/or give effect to the issue of the Perfect 
Sky Convertible Notes and the allotment and issue of the Perfect Sky Conversion Shares 
which may fall to be allotted and issued upon exercise of the conversion rights attaching 
to the Perfect Sky Convertible Notes.”

5. “THAT

(a) subject to paragraph (c) below, the exercise by the Directors during the Relevant 
Period (as defined below) of all the powers of the Company to allot, issue and deal 
with additional ordinary shares of HK$0.01 each in the capital of the Company (the 
“Share(s)”) and to make or grant offers, agreements and options (including warrants, 
bonds, debentures, notes and any securities which carry rights to subscribe for or are 
exchangeable or convertible into Shares) which would or might require the exercise of 
such power be and is hereby generally and unconditionally approved;

(b) the approval in paragraph (a) of this Resolution shall be in addition to any other 
authorisation given to the Directors at any time to allot, issue and deal with additional 
Shares and shall authorise the Directors during the Relevant Period to make or grant 
offers, agreements and options (including warrants, bonds, debentures, notes and any 
securities which carry rights to subscribe for or are exchangeable or convertible into 
Shares) which would or might require the exercise of such power after the end of the 
Relevant Period;

(c) the aggregate nominal amount of share capital allotted or agreed conditionally or 
unconditionally to be allotted (whether pursuant to an option or otherwise) and issued by 
the Directors pursuant to the approval in paragraph (a) above, otherwise than pursuant 
to:

(i) a Rights Issue (as defined below);

(ii) an issue of Shares upon the exercise of rights of subscription, exchange or 
conversion under the terms of any of the options (including warrants, bonds, 
debentures, notes and any securities which carry rights to subscribe for or are 
exchangeable or convertible into Shares);

(iii) an issue of Shares as scrip dividends pursuant to the bye-laws of the Company 
from time to time;

(iv) an issue of Shares under any award or option scheme or similar arrangement for 
the grant or issue to eligible participants under such scheme or arrangement of 
Shares or rights to acquire Shares;
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shall not exceed 20% of the aggregate nominal amount of the issued share capital of the 
Company as at the date of passing this Resolution and the said approval shall be limited 
accordingly; and

(d) for the purpose of this Resolution:

“Relevant Period” means the period from (and including) the date of passing of this 
Resolution until whichever is the earliest of:

(i) the conclusion of the next annual general meeting of the Company;

(ii) the revocation or variation of the authority given under this Resolution by an 
ordinary resolution of the members of the Company in general meeting; or

(iii) the expiration of the period within which the next annual general meeting of the 
Company is required by law or the bye-laws of the Company to be held; and

“Rights Issue” means an offer for Shares open for a period fixed by the Directors to 
the holders of Shares whose names appear on the register of members and/or the Hong 
Kong branch register of members of the Company on a fixed record date in proportion 
to their then holdings of such Shares as at that date (subject to such exclusions or other 
arrangements as the Directors may deem necessary or expedient in relation to fractional 
entitlements or having regard to any restrictions or obligations under the laws of, or the 
requirements of any recognised regulatory body or any stock exchange in, any territory 
applicable to the Company).”

 By Order of the Board
 MEDIA ASIA GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED
 Lau Siu Mui
 Company Secretary

Hong Kong, 10 June 2015

Registered Office: Head office and principal place
Clarendon House  of business in Hong Kong:
2 Church Street 11th Floor
Hamilton HM11 Lai Sun Commercial Centre
Bermuda 680 Cheung Sha Wan Road
 Kowloon, Hong Kong
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Notes:

1. A member of the Company (the “Member”) entitled to attend and vote at the SGM is entitled to appoint one (or, if 
he holds two or more Shares, more than one) proxy to attend the SGM and vote on his behalf in accordance with the 
Company’s bye-laws. A proxy need not be a Member but must attend the SGM in person to represent the Member.

2. To be valid, a form of proxy, together with the power of attorney or other authority (if any) under which it is signed, 
or a notarially certified copy of such power or authority, must be lodged with the branch share registrar of the 
Company in Hong Kong (the “Registrar”), Computershare Hong Kong Investor Services Limited, at 17M Floor, 
Hopewell Centre, 183 Queen’s Road East, Wanchai, Hong Kong, not less than 48 hours before the time appointed 
for holding the SGM or its adjourned meeting (as the case may be) and in default, the proxy shall not be treated as 
valid. Completion and return of the form of proxy shall not preclude Members from attending in person and voting 
at the SGM or at any of its adjourned meeting should they so wish. In that event, their form of proxy will be deemed 
to have been revoked.

3. To ascertain the entitlements to attend and vote at the SGM, Members must lodge the relevant transfer document(s) 
and share certificate(s) at the Registrar’s above office not later than 4:30 p.m. on 23 June 2015, Tuesday for 
registration.

4. Where there are joint registered holders of any share in the Company, any one of such joint holders may attend and 
vote at the SGM or its adjourned meeting, either in person or by proxy, in respect of such shares as if he/she/it were 
solely entitled thereto; but if more than one of such joint holders are present at the SGM or its adjourned meeting, 
personally or by proxy, that one of such holders so present whose name stands first in the register/branch register of 
members of the Company in respect of such share shall alone be entitled to vote in respect thereof.

5. In compliance with Rule 17.47(4) of the GEM Listing Rules and the Company’s bye-laws, voting on a resolution in 
respect of the above matter set out in this notice and any other resolutions properly put to the vote of the SGM will 
be decided by way of poll.

6. If a tropical cyclone warning signal No. 8 or above is expected to be hoisted or a black rainstorm warning signal is 
expected to be in force at any time between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. on the date of the SGM, then the SGM will be 
postponed and the Members will be informed of the date, time and venue of the postponed SGM by a supplementary 
notice posted on the respective websites of the Company and Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited.

If a tropical cyclone warning signal No. 8 or above or a black rainstorm warning signal is cancelled at or before  
9:00 a.m. on the date of the SGM, and where conditions permit, the SGM will be held as scheduled.

The SGM will be held as scheduled when an amber or red rainstorm warning signal is in force.

Members should decide on their own whether they would attend the SGM under a bad weather condition bearing in 
mind their own situations and if they do so, they are advised to exercise care and caution.


